
Strange Loop Program, Sept 26-28, 2018
Preconf: elm-conf [Other]

9/26 9:00 am-5:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Centene

elm-conf is a one-day conference focusing on the Elm programming language and its libraries, colocated with Strange Loop. It aims to be
a welcoming place for people worldwide to come together and learn about what is happening with the language and community, and to
celebrate everything that makes Elm great.

9:00 am - Keynote - Richard Feldman
9:40 am - Facilitating Technology Change Through Cultural Change, Grant Maki
10:10 am - Morning Break
10:40 am - Structured Editing for Elm* in Elm, Ravi Chugh
11:30 am - Programming Robots with Elm, Anthony Deschamps
12:00 pm - Lunch Break
1:00 pm - Building a Toolkit for Design, Matthew Griffith
1:40 pm - Extending Type Safety Beyond Elm's Borders, Dillon Kearns
2:10 pm - Afternoon Break
2:40 pm - Complex Animations Done Well, Sam Rowe
3:20 pm - Naming Things in Elm, Ally Kelly McKnight
4:00 pm - Making a YAML Parser in Elm, Tereza Sokol

elm-conf @elmconf

Preconf: PWLConf [Other]

9/26 9:00 am-5:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

PWLConf 2018 is a full-day Papers We Love conference, co-located with Strange Loop in Saint Louis, Missouri on September 26th.
Last year's event was a great success, with talks ranging from designing networked systems to game engines. The conference intends to
bring academia and industry within reach of one another, hoping to foster stronger collaboration and mutual appreciation across
respective fields.

9:55 am - 10:05 am - Opening - Zeeshan Lakhani
10:05 am - 10:55 am - Computer-aided Concurrent Programming - Roopsha Samanta
11:05 am - 11:55 am - A rehabilitation of message-passing concurrency - Frank Pfenning
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm - Lunch Break
1:05 pm - 1:55 pm - Including Equity in Tech Work - Ari Schlesinger
2:05 pm - 2:55 pm - The Future of the Grid: Policy, Technology, and Market Change - Casey Canfield
3:00 pm - 3:20 pm - Break
3:25 pm - 4:15 pm - Standards We Love - Heidy Khlaaf
4:25 pm - 5:15 pm - Stable Fluids - Dan Piponi
5:15 pm - 5:20 pm - Closing

PWLConf @papers_we_love

Preconf: Day of Datomic Cloud [Other]

9/26 9:00 am-5:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

Datomic Cloud is a transactional database with a flexible data model, elastic scaling, and rich queries. Datomic lets you focus on your
application logic, writing ordinary Clojure functions with in-memory access to your data. Datomic handles the deployment and execution
details.

In this one day tutorial, you will learn:

Datomic's information model, schema, ACID transactions, and datalog query.
Using Ions to deploy entire Clojure applications to Datomic.
Exposing Datomic functions via AWS Lambda.
Implementing web services via API Gateway.

Stuart Halloway @stuarthalloway - gh:stuarthalloway - Cognitect
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Stuart Halloway is a founder and President of Cognitect (formerly Relevance). He is a Clojure committer, and a developer of the
Datomic database.

Stuart has spoken at a variety of industry events, including StrangeLoop, Clojure/conj, EuroClojure, ClojureWest, SpeakerConf, QCon,
GOTO, OSCON, RailsConf, RubyConf, JavaOne, and NFJS.

Stuart has written a number of books and technical articles. Of these, he is most proud of Programming Clojure.

Preconf: Software with a Mission [Other]

9/26 9:00 am-5:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

How can you use your technology toolset to help support the mission and values of worthy social causes, activist organizations,
government institutions, and nonprofits? How can you live your values through your work? Come listen to speakers who are doing just
that and hear how they make it happen. Initially inspired by Matt Mitchell's talk, To Serve the People: Public Interest Technologists at
Strange Loop 2017, this half-day pre-conference event is for folks who want to use their software skills to do good. Come code the world
you want to see.

11:00-11:15 am - Welcome
11:15-11:55 am - From Coder to Bureaucrat: How We Implemented the First Open Data Law - Becky Sweger and Kaitlin Devine
12:00-1:00 pm - Lunch (provided)
1:00-1:40 pm - Finding Happiness in Open Source - Sean Marcia
1:55-2:35 pm - The Future of Digital Voting Guides - Leon Smith
3:05-3:45 pm - Two Million to Five Million Readers and Beyond - Geoff Harcourt
4:00-4:40 pm - Quantified Decisions on a Changing Planet - Amadou Crookes

Software with a Mission

Preconf Lunch [misc]

9/26 12:00 pm-1:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Grand Lobby

Lunch is provided for anyone attending a paid preconf session at the Stifel Theatre (vegan option served in Kiel Club, behind the Ticket
Lobby):

Boxed lunch - Roast beef, smoked Cheddar with lettuce, tomatoes and herb aioli
Boxed lunch - Chopped chicken cob with avocado, romaine, tomatoes, Applewood-smoked bacon, Gorgonzola and hard boiled
eggs served with an herb vinaigrette
Boxed lunch - The Hummus Supreme - Multigrain bread , cucumbers, tomatoes, thin sliced, red onion, drizzle of pomegranate
molasses

Sides include:

Whole fruit
Kettle-style potato chip
Fresh baked cookie
Rotini pasta salad

Food Trucks []

9/26 5:00 pm-7:00 pm, Union Station 20th Street

Between the preconference and the City Museum party, we will have a great selection of food trucks available for dinner at Union
Station (20th street side):

Balkan Treat Box
ChaCha Chow
FarmTruk
Steak Louie
STL French Quarter

Come out, grab some great food, chat with other attendees, then head to the party! Shuttles to the party leave from this location.
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The food trucks will have vegetarian and vegan options (some items can be made vegan upon request) as follows:

ChaChaChow

Curried Sweet Potato - Griddled flour tortilla, white cheddar cheese, grilled onion, cilantro

Balkan Treat Box

Cheese Pide - Turkish wood fired flat bread, ajvar (spicy roasted red pepper spread), kajmak (dairy condiment made of cream and
cheese), herbs, cabbage, fefferoni (pickled chili)

FarmTruk

Farmtruk - Tofu, served with avocado cream, pickled red onion, pickle jalapeño, micro greens
Fried green tomatoes - Served with basil aioli

All trucks will also have non-vegetarian options.

Strange Loop Party [Preconf]

9/26 7:00 pm-9:30 pm, City Museum

We're taking over the City Museum for the Strange Loop party! The City Museum is a warehouse packed full of explorable art made
from repurposed materials. The museum is fractal in nature and difficult to describe. It features all manner of slides, tunnels, and
beautiful weirdness. They have a strict "No Maps!" policy - it's up to you to find your own path.

Many thanks to our party sponsors:

Juristat
Shopify
Bullhorn

Get your game on with Juristat!

Juristat is taking over the Vault Room (2nd Floor) of the City Museum to host a Game Night during the Strange Loop Party on
Wednesday, September 26. Whether you want to indulge in the classics, try something new, or get up and move around, we'll have a
wide range of games to play.

Grab a seat to play a board game - we'll have both classics and new favorites!
Try your luck at lawn games like Cornhole and Giant Jenga
Challenge your lockpicking skills with Arch Reactor's Lockpick Village
Sign up for an epic Capture the Flag tournament in the City Museum's Enchanted Caves

Game Night is open to all Strange Loop attendees! If you want to play Capture the Flag, please sign up here and meet on the 2nd floor at
7pm.

Music

Enjoy the pleasing sounds of locals Al Holliday & the East Side Rhythm Band on the 1st floor by the whale!

Food and drink

Hollyberry Catering will be providing a selection of desserts on the 3rd floor in Architecture Hall. Non-alcoholic drinks will be available
on every floor. Note that no "meal" is provided - we recommend eating at the food trucks available from 5-7 pm at Union Station at 20th
street or elsewhere downtown.

Shuttles

Shuttles will be available continuously going to/from City Museum to Union Station (20th Street), Hilton Ballpark, and Pear Tree Inn.

Thursday Breakfast [misc]

9/27 8:30 am-9:00 am, Stifel Theatre Grand Lobby
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Shaping our children's education in computing [keynote]

9/27 9:10 am-10:00 am, Stifel Theatre Theater

Few things matter more to us than the education we give our children, to equip them for life in a rapidly changing world.

In our subject discipline, everything is in flux. England, for example, has radically overhauled the school computing curriculum, and is
now facing the challenge of helping our teachers to teach an entirely new school subject. Most other countries are in the midst of a
similar revolution.

But our childrens' education is much too important to leave to governments and policymakers. There is much to play for, and we need to
roll up our sleeves and get involved. How can we do that? In my talk I'll share a bit about our journey in the UK, and talk about what we
can do, including some concrete examples: Project Quantum, and Excel.

Simon Peyton Jones - gh:simonpj - Microsoft Research

I'm a researcher at Microsoft Research in Cambridge, England. I started here in Sept 1998. I'm also an Honorary Professor of the
Computing Science Department at Glasgow University, where I was a professor during 1990-1998.

I am married to Dorothy, a priest in the Church of England. We have six children.

I'm interested in the design, implementation, and application of lazy functional languages. In practical terms, that means I spend a most
of my time on the design and implementation of the language Haskell. In particular, much of my work is focused around the Glasgow
Haskell Compiler, and its ramifications.

I am chair of Computing at School, the group at the epicentre of the reform of the national curriculum for Computing in England.
Computer science is now a foundational subject, alongside maths and natural science, that every child learns from primary school
onwards (background here).

Tree-sitter - a new parsing system for programming tools [Languages]

9/27 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Centene

Developer tools that support multiple programming languages generally have very limited, regex-based code-analysis capabilities. Tree-
sitter is a new parsing system that aims to change this paradigm. It provides a uniform C API for parsing an ever-growing set of
languages. It features high-performance incremental parsing and robust error recovery, which allow it to be used to parse code in real-
time in a text editor. There are bindings for using Tree-sitter from Node.js, Haskell, Ruby and Rust.

We're in the process of integrating Tree-sitter into both GitHub.com and the Atom text editor, which will allow us to analyze code
accurately and efficiently, paving the way for better syntax highlighting, code navigation, and refactoring. We'll demo some new
features that Tree-sitter has enabled in GitHub.com and Atom, discuss some the interesting algorithms that it uses, and share thoughts on
some potential future applications.

Max Brunsfeld @maxbrunsfeld - gh:maxbrunsfeld - GitHub

Max Brunsfeld is an engineer on GitHub's Atom team. Prior to joining GitHub, he worked at Pivotal Labs as a full-stack engineer. He
enjoys programming (especially in C, C++, and Rust), jazz guitar, bicycling, and hiking. He lives in Portland, OR with his wife and two
toddlers.

Resurrecting a Recommendations Platform [AI and Machine Learning]

9/27 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

Implementing a deep learning model to derive recommendations can be both fun and complex. However, building a new algorithm while
maintaining the "legacy" platform that serves millions of customers daily that is built on bare metal with very little infrastructure
resources (and people resources) can be even more complex (but still fun!).

In this talk we'll walk through how we implemented a new deep learning model to derive recommendations like what movies you should
watch while maintaining the existing platform and migrating to the new cloud base architecture. Emphasis will be on three tiers that
make a successful recommendations platform - the data tier, the machine learning tier and the a/b testing tier. It's what we consider to be
the recommendations trinity. These three tiers can not exist without each other. The importance of the data collection pipelines and
efficiently storing training datasets with intentions of avoiding the "pipeline jungle construct" by thinking holistically about the data and
the flow that follows the initial consumption of these data/signals that are fed into our models. This data tier then allows us to easily
build, train and evaluate models. Once models have been vetted in the offline sense, easily a/b testing these algorithms prior to exposing
them to millions of customers is the final step.
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We'll also discuss in detail comparing the legacy platform to the current cloud base system and how these changes increased the
reliability, stability

Leemay Nassery @leemaynassery - Comcast NBCUniversal

Leemay leads the Recommendations and Targeting engineering efforts at Comcast, and sets the strategic direction for Content
Personalization for Comcast's Xfinity consumer facing video products, on set top box, mobile, web and consumer owned devices.
Leemay has been instrumental in driving a culture shift at Comcast to make data driven decision making a core tenet, by leading the
charge with A/B testing, Testing and Targeting, and producing the metrics to measure successful customer outcomes.

Rebuilding Optimizing Compiler for Dart [Languages]

9/27 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

Dart might be the only contemporary programming language that changed its core principles so radically between two major versions. 8
years ago, in 2010, it was born as a dynamically typed programming language with optional static types - ideas of Strongtalk wrapped
into familiar C-like syntax. A language destined to be executed in a native VM with an adaptive JIT compiler. Yet over the years Dart
has evolved into language with a sound static type system, and is being deployed in contexts that require ahead-of-time compilation and
prohibit JITing.

This talk focuses on the architecture of Dart Virtual Machine and how it followed the evolution of the Dart language, adapting to the new
semantics and new execution environments, where users wanted to bring Dart to. We will look at how language design has to balance
expressivity and elegance with optimizability and discuss how some language features open possibilities from new optimizations, while
at the same time preventing some old optimizations from happening.

Vyacheslav Egorov @mraleph - gh:mraleph - Google

Vyacheslav Egorov is a software engineer at Google Aarhus, where he is working on the Dart VM. His interest is primarily focused on
the technology behind virtual machines and compilers. During his time at Google Vyacheslav also contributed to V8 JavaScript engine
and LuaJIT. Before joining Google he worked on a Java VM with an ahead-of-time compiler at Excelsior LLC.

Zero Downtime Migrations of Stateful Systems [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/27 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

The Billing Infrastructure at Netflix needs to be up 24/7 to support 125+ million global customers. Billing systems are the source of truth
for a customer's billing state which changes as customers apply gift cards, update their Method of Payment or just charged every month.
We want this experience to be seamless and accurate anytime, day or night, so our databases are constantly in action, with no possible
downtime windows. As systems evolve, they inevitably need to change. How do you meet those needs for change without incurring
downtime?

We have succeeded in 2 major migrations. In the prior one, we migrated billions of rows from Oracle in our data center to MySQL in the
AWS Cloud. In the recent one, we rewrote our legacy invoice processing system and seamlessly transitioned from a MySQL solution to
Cassandra. All these efforts involved different strategies that helped us achieve these with a flip of a switch and without anyone realizing
that Netflix did a major overhaul of its Billing Infrastructure.

Sangeeta Handa - Netflix

Sangeeta Handa leads Billing Infrastructure Engineering at Netflix. She is as much passionate about building scalable and resilient
software as she is about leading highly engaged and impactful engineering teams. At Netflix, she has led many successful efforts
including Netflix Billing Infrastructure migration from native data center to AWS , rewrite of multiple important services related to
invoicing customers, gift card and promotions tracking for customers. Prior to Netflix, Sangeeta evangelized and led construction of
Apple's highly scalable financial reconciliation platform for mega million transactions in credit card payments, iPhone & gift card
transactions. Other than these, she has also engineered many other systems, grounds up, that are still standing the test of time at Apple.

Learning from machines [AI and Machine Learning]

9/27 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Theater

Why can't you tickle yourself? How do you know where you are? Why do DeepDream images look so trippy? Why are experts in a field
sometimes unable to accept new advances? Why does trauma come in waves, washing over us again and again? Computational
neuroscience provides insight into these questions and more. In this talk, we'll look at models of cognition informed by machine learning
and computation, and investigate how these models can help us examine and reconfigure our own processes of being.
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Ashi Krishnan @rakshesha - gh:queerviolet - GitHub

Ashi's first program printed I LOVE YOU MOM in a colorful infinite loop; she was six at the time, and she was hooked. Her first written
story emerged around the same time, and featured sentient sea slugs.

Her career has been a story of finding balance in these dual modes of expression.

She studied computer science and creative writing. Fresh out of school, she worked as a coder for NOAA, and then Google.

Exhausted by the many emotional challenges of working in tech, she went into teaching--first at Dev Bootcamp, and then at Fullstack
Academy in New York, where she taught at the Grace Hopper program for women and non-binary people.

This summer, lured by new and interesting problems and exhausted by the many emotional challenges of teaching at a bootcamp, she
joined Github as a senior engineer. She hopes this will mark an evolution, not an end, to her teaching career, as she continues to pursue
her passions of speaking, traveling, and writing.

She is working on a book. It is about the sea, and about the future, and about you.

Making machines that make music [Creative or Generative]

9/27 10:20 am-11:00 am, Union Station Grand ABC

Music synthesis is not new, especially in Clojureland. However, modeling Carnatic (south indian classical) music, then generating and
machine-learning it has been attempted by only a few, and is a very interesting problem to solve.

This talk is the story of my journey in bridging the gap between machine and human music. We will teach machines the fundamental
concepts, create models that identify Carnatic music, and then build models that allow the machines to learn music themselves, and in the
process, teach us.

The data collection process involves primarily mining the internet, and then stiching together, and deduplicating different pieces from
different sources. This also involves doing phonetic matching in Indic languages, which is really interesting. There are also some very
interesting by products of this process that include raga identification, and automatic transcription.

The talk will (obviously) include demos of comparisons of machine and human (my) music, code snippets of implementation in
Clojure/Overtone, and pretty melographs.

Srihari Sriraman @sriharisriraman - gh:ssrihari - nilenso

Srihari is a FOSS enthusiast. He has contributed to Gimp, Eclipse, Diaspora and is excited about opportunities to give back. He has
been writing Clojure for over 5 years now, and over this time, he has engineered low latency systems, large analytics platforms,
monitoring solutions, distributed payment platforms and multiple simulation testing systems.

He is passionate about fostering the Clojure community, conducts workshops, and organizes IN/Clojure. He also works on
computational music synthesis and generation as a hobby. He is a partner at nilenso, a hippie tree hugging bicycle riding software
cooperative based in Bangalore.

Proof Theory Impressionism: Blurring the Curry-Howard Line [Languages]

9/27 10:20 am-11:00 am, Union Station Grand D

The Curry-Howard Correspondence is the observation that there exists a correspondence between objects present in disparate formal
systems. Once such instance of this correspondence is the conspicuous propositions-as-types notion, which draws correspondences
between logical propositions and types in a programming language.

As another more specific instance, one could consider a program written in a traditional programming language like Rust, and its formal
proof exercised in a language like Coq.

While this is a beautiful revelation in theory, in practice this line begins to look more like an impenetrable wall as it divides proof from
program. This chasm prevents assurances that, beyond those that can simply be "observed" by a human, an implementation faithfully
abides its proofs. The conventional solution to this problem is code extraction. However, in cases like safety-critical system software
(e.g. avionics, medical devices, & autonomous vehicles), the languages and platforms targeted by extraction tools simply aren't an
option. What if there was another way?

This talk explores some potential approaches to endow our production language, mostly Rust in this case (w/ a dash of Haskell), with the
capabilities present in "provable" systems. These explorations will include spaces like totality, type-level programming, and dependent
types. Ultimately drawing lines from the above explorations back to how one might write such a thing in the language of a proof
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assistant.

Dan Pittman @pittma_ - gh:pittma - Auxon

I'm a dad and a husband who programs computers for a living. Currently, I work on exactly these types of things all in the pursuit of
safer autonomous systems. In the past, I've worked on things like: typed, parallelizable distributed execution DSLs, data center resource
scheduling, persistent memory programming, and public cloud infrastructure.

A Practical Look at Performance Theory [Other]

9/27 10:20 am-11:00 am, Union Station Grand EF

How does your system perform under load? What are the bottlenecks, and how does it fail at its limits? How do you stay ahead as your
system evolves and its workload grows?

Performance theory offers a rigorous and practical (-- yes!) approach to performance tuning and capacity planning. In this talk, we'll dive
into elegant results like Little's Law and the Universal Scalability Law. We'll explore the use of performance theory in real systems at
companies like Facebook, and discuss how we can leverage it too, to prepare our systems for flux and scale.

Kavya Joshi @kavya719

TBD

Your Secrets are Safe with Julia: A Compiler for Secure Computation [Languages]

9/27 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Centene

Homomorphic Encryption (HE) provides the ability to compute functions over encrypted data without the need to decrypt. By computing
on the encrypted values, HE is able to ensure that private data stays private. Traditionally, HE has been a tool that only cryptography
experts have had the expertise to use. In this talk we will explore Ramparts, a compiler that translates a subset of the Julia programming
language into a form suitable for computation under HE. Because the computation model for HE is different than traditional compute
models we required a strange kind of compiler. Ramparts provides a proof of concept for the idea that data scientists, and programmers
generally, should not have to compromise on the tools they use in order to take advantage of homomorphic encryption.

Jason Dagit @thedagit - gh:dagit - Galois, Inc

I joined Galois in 2009 and have worked on a wide range of projects ranging over identity management, mobile security, static analysis,
fully homomorphic encryption, and control flow integrity. I have a keen interest in programming languages and making theoretical
things practical.

I hold an M.S. in Computer Science from Oregon State University and served on the Haskell.org committee between 2011 and 2014.

I enjoy spending time with my two lovely cats, studying computer architectures from the 80s, and participating in speedgaming classic
NES and SNES era games.

Design and Implementation of a Topic Detection System [AI and Machine Learning]

9/27 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

Ah, the topic detection dream! To automagically sift and discover "things" that people are talking about without human input.

Cortico, a non-profit dedicated to fostering a healthy public sphere, requires the ability to discover the small transient topics latent in
public speech (ex. how do different geographic regions talk about the same event?). This style of topic detection differs from traditional
analysis, in that the "topics" are much more fine grained (we call them events) and closely tied to current activity, and thus must be
computed relatively quickly.

To solve this, we implemented our event detection method using a word co-occurrence model that performs well on collections of very
small documents, such as tweets or sentences uttered on talk radio. We also bucked the trend of employing K-Means, LDA, Non-
Negative Matrix Factorization and their ilk, opting instead to discover event clusters with Louvain, a network graph algorithm. The
resulting output is intuitive, fast to compute, and produces interesting side models of events that we can apply to generate other delightful
results.

Wes Chow @weschow - Cortico / MIT Media Lab
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Wes is the Director of Engineering, Advanced Analytics at Cortico, and a Research Engineer at the Laboratory for Social Machines at
the MIT Media Lab. At Cortico, he leads the engineering team developing computational methods for understanding the public sphere
and building parts of a social machine to boost positive outcomes. He previously was CTO at Chartbeat, where he worked on large scale
distributed streaming and warehousing systems to support analytics in use by most news publishers in the world.

Gradual typing of Ruby at Scale [Languages]

9/27 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

Stripe maintains an extremely large and growing Ruby code base in which ~3/4 of Stripe's engineers do most of their work. Continuing to
scale development in that code base is one of the most critical tasks to maintaining product velocity and the productivity of Stripe
engineering.

Based on a wide range of experiences, we believe that adding static types for a significant subset of that codebase helps developers
understand code better, write code with more confidence, and detect+prevent significant classes of bugs.

This talk shares experience of Stripe successfully been building a typechecker for internal use, including core design decisions made in
early days of the project and how they withstood reality of production use:

The choice of building a gradual type system, allowing different teams to adopt it independently on different pace, at cost of
reduced guarantees;
The choice of using manifest types and leaning towards explicitness, to make it easier to read and maintain code, at cost of more
verbose definitions;
The choice of using a nominal type system, to encourage development of interfaces where every type has to be declare all the
interfaces upfront, at cost of ease of adoption in a duck-typed language;
The choice to build a very custom control flow dependent type checking to infer truthiness and organically support smart casts and
pattern matching.

Dmytro Petrashko @darkdimius - gh:darkdimius - Stripe

Dmitry works on developer productivity at Stripe, Making it easy to confidently write maintainable, fast, and reliable code at Stripe by
improving language, core abstractions, tools and educational materials.

Before this, Dmitry co-architected Dotty, the compiler slated to become Scala3.

Paul Tarjan @ptarjan - gh:ptarjan - Stripe

Lifelong nerd and engineer. Nowadays he works at Stripe mostly on developer productivity and infrastructural components like rate
limiters, core abstractions, large code refactors and language design. In the past he helped build HHVM and Hack at Facebook, worked
on the Open Graph and changed your search results to not just be 10 blue links.

Chasing the Stream Processing Utopia [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/27 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

Over the last 15 years batch processing frameworks have thrived and ruled over big data processing. But now in the age of social
computing, it is no longer acceptable to wait for data to land into a data-lake before it gets processed. We want our applications to react
to new data as soon as it gets generated upstream. For a web site, members expect their feed to be updated as soon as some relevant
activity, news, jobs etc. happens. We are talking seconds (or minutes). We also want to detect degraded site experience, fraud, security
breaches, spam etc. instantaneously. Even business metrics (written in traditionally batch oriented languages like HIVE/PIG) are now
expected to run in realtime. The current status-quo of real-time data processing (stream processing) is still very far from Utopia.

At LinkedIn, we capture Trillions of events(PB's of data) per day into Apache Kafka. Updates happening in our databases are captured
using Brooklin and made available via Kafka. We process this deluge of events in real time using Apache Samza.

In this session we will discuss the hard problems in ingesting and processing data reliably and efficiently at internet scale. We will take
an in depth tour of how we process events at scale using application local state to achieve a 100X improvement in performance over
using traditional key-value databases. We will also discuss the need to express event processing logic in different programming
languages (eg Java, SQL, Python) and

Kartik Paramasivam @kartikpar - LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kartik-paramasivam-b71b0711/

http://d-d.me
http://twitter.com/darkdimius
http://github.com/darkdimius
https://paultarjan.com/
http://twitter.com/ptarjan
http://github.com/ptarjan
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kartik-paramasivam-b71b0711/
http://twitter.com/kartikpar


Reactive Programming: A Better Way To Write Frontend Applications [Web Dev]

9/27 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater

Everything that happens in a frontend application is asynchronous; events happen - a user types something, a server responds with data -
and our programs react. The traditional approach to this problem is to deal with asynchronous "parts" of your application in callbacks or
promises, while working with static data structures and behaving as if the rest of the program were synchronous. After years of writing
frontend apps, I still find this confusing and cumbersome. But what if we stopped trying to hide what is asynchronous and accepted that
none of our data is static? This is the premise of functional reactive programming. We treat data itself as asynchronous - as streams
which represent a snapshot a given value over time, and operations that can transform those values. Functional reactive programming is a
major conceptual shift but one that can vastly simply frontend programming. You can use it regardless of what platform, or in the case of
the web, what javascript MVC you rely on. It's an amazing technique that is the core of my toolbox in writing frontend apps. I want to
help demystify it for you, and show you how you can use FRP today!

Hannah Howard @techgirlwonder - gh:hannahhoward - Carbon Five

Hannah Howard is a senior developer and tech generalist with over 15 years experience in programming and other technical fields.
Prior to programming, Hannah worked for 10 years in the non-profit sector in Los Angeles, specializing in LGBT advocacy and
community organizing. Hannah returned to coding in 2012, and brings her passion and experience from community organizing to
helping new programmers get up to speed on technical topics.

Identity & Trust in Monitored Spaces [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/27 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

We live in a world of poorly protected persistent data silos, the digital equivalent of a rusty tin box tied up with string and buried in a
somewhat disheveled flowerbed. The owners of these silos hoard a bewildering array of personal data on everyone who interacts with
them on the off chance that some of this might be useful to them in the future or have concrete resale value. A vast industry exists to help
secure these silos once they exist, but rarely does anyone asks the key existential question: do we need all that data in the first place?

In most cases the answer is no, and by collecting and storing this personal data we're endangering both our systems and the people who
use them.

Across the developed world, the outcry over high-profile data breaches has forced legislators to take action, introducing strict new
regulations on how personal data can be stored and the rights of individuals both to control their data and to be forgotten. So how as IT
professionals can we deal with this new reality? And what are the implications as the IoT expands the scope of personal data and new
analytic tools make it increasingly transparent?

Join Eleanor to explore the relationship between privacy and identity, the slippery nature of consent, and how we can prove after the
event that our applications acted correctly. Can we really design all this into our processing systems from their very inception? And if so,
how?

Eleanor McHugh @feyeleanor - gh:feyeleanor - Innovative Identity Solutions

Eleanor McHugh has a passion for the esoteric corners of programming stretching back to her misspent teenage years. During the
course of her career she's worked on mission critical systems ranging from avionics to banking security and digital trust arbitration.
Ellie now devotes her time to writing digital romances in Ruby, Go & Crystal, exploring the complex relationship between anonymity
and trust in digital spaces.

As a responsible parent she enjoys polyhedral dice, home brewing, goth chic and electric ukuleles.

Machine Learning for Personalised Health [AI and Machine Learning]

9/27 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Union Station Grand D

Machine learning advances are opening new routes to more precise healthcare, from the discovery of disease subtypes for patient
stratification to the development of personalised interactions and interventions. As medicine pivots from treating diagnoses to treating
mechanisms, there is an increasing need for personalised health through more intelligent feature extraction and phenotyping. Health
presents some of the most challenging and under-investigated domains of machine learning research. In this talk, I will present a flexible
framework for discovery of subgroups of disease through the application of probabilistic modelling to disambiguate diseases where there
are heterogeneous phenomena. This strategy enables us to develop a more personalised approach to healthcare whereby information can
be aggregated from multiple sources within a unified modelling framework. The work presented will focus on disaggregating complex
evolving disease endotypes which will enable the discovery of clinically meaningful subgroups of asthma phenotypes.

http://twitter.com/techgirlwonder
http://github.com/hannahhoward
https://about.me/eleanor_mchugh
http://twitter.com/feyeleanor
http://github.com/feyeleanor


Danielle Belgrave @DaniCMBelg - Microsoft Research Cambridge

Danielle Belgrave is a machine learning researcher in the Healthcare AI Research Group at Microsoft Research Cambridge. Her
research focuses on integrating medical domain knowledge to develop statistical machine learning models to understand disease
progression and heterogeneity. She obtained a BSc in Mathematics and Statistics from London School of Economics, an MSc in Statistics
from University College London and a PhD in the area of machine learning in health applications from the University of Manchester.
She is also a Medical Research Council Fellow at Imperial College London

Contracts For Getting More Programs Less Wrong [Languages]

9/27 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Union Station Grand EF

Contracts are a three-decade-old idea whose time stubbornly refuses to have come. Contracts allow preconditions, postconditions, and
internal invariants of functions and objects to be written out as code, presented as documentation, checked while the program is running,
and used to reason about programs. Contracts are complementary to types, and can easily express complicated conditions (these two
inputs have to be mutually prime, the function will return an array that's twice as long). If you've programmed with dependent types,
contracts feel like unit testing. If you've written a lot of unit tests, contracts will feel like an amazing new type system. If the previous
two sentences are terrifying, then that's terrific too: contracts are a great way of learning how to write imperative and object-oriented
programs correctly. (They're also great for learning how to write functional programs, but I'll only talk about that a little bit.)

This talk will show off the Java Modelling Language (JML), an industrial-strength contract language bolted onto the head of Java, and
C0, a simplified version of JML developed for Carnegie Mellon University's introductory data structures course. I'll talk about how
contracts can be used to teach introductory computer science students (AND YOU) how to write correct algorithms and better tests. We'll
also take a quick look at how JML was used with a computer-assisted theorem prover to diagnose and fix a bug in
java.utils.Collection.sort()!

Rob Simmons @simrob - gh:robsimmons - Calculemus LLC

Rob Simmons is a native Atlanta, Georgian and hopeless cat lover. He finished his Ph.D. in computer science from Carnegie Mellon
University in 2012. After that, he taught computer science at Carnegie Mellon University's Computer Science Department from 2012-
2016. In mid-2016, he moved to Raleigh, North Carolina where his wife, Chris Martens, is a professor of computer science at North
Carolina State University. He currently does freelance computer science education, tutoring, and curriculum development.

Thursday Lunch [misc]

9/27 12:00 pm-1:30 pm, Stifel Theatre Grand Lobby

Lunch is provided at both the Stifel Theatre AND at Union Station. It is difficult to size the meals appropriately as we are split between
the two venues, so we'd prefer that you stay at the same venue as the session you attended just prior to lunch.

Stifel Theatre lunch:

Italian Salad, Salami, Artichoke Hearts, Red Peppers, Parmesan Cheese
Oregano Vinigrette
Meatball Hoagie Bar, Marinara, Asiago Cheese
Chicken Stir Fry, Udon Noodles, Szechuan Sauce
Mediterranean Grain Salad, Kalamata Olives, Goat Cheese, Tomatoes

Vegan (served in Kiel Club, behind Ticket Lobby):

Tofu Stir Fry, Udon Noodles, Szechuan Sauce
Vegan Cookie

Union Station lunch (vegan options on buffet, will be labeled):

Chef's Soup du Jour (Vegan)
Romaine Caesar Salad with Garlic Crostini (ingredients separated)
Bean Salad with Crisp Vegetables & White Balsamic Vinaigrette (Vegan)
Potato Salad tossed with Chipotle Mustard Dressing
The Butcher's Fare, Tuna Salad, Garlic Seared Roast Beef
Honey Glazed Smoked Ham, Roasted Turkey Breast
Grilled Vegetables and Tofu (vegan)
Swiss, Cheddar, Provolone & Regional Bread Presentation
Individual bags of Ms. Vickie's Potato Chips
Assorted Brownies, Bars, & New York Cheesecake

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/people/dabelgra/
http://twitter.com/DaniCMBelg
https://calculem.us/about
http://twitter.com/simrob
http://github.com/robsimmons


Ray: A distributed system for emerging AI applications [AI and Machine Learning]

9/27 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Centene

Over the past decade, the bulk synchronous processing (BSP) model has proven highly effective for processing large amounts of data.
However, today we are witnessing the emergence of a new class of applications, i.e., AI workloads. These applications exhibit new
requirements, such as nested parallelism and highly heterogeneous computations. To support such workloads, we have developed Ray, a
distributed system which provides both task-parallel and actor abstractions. Ray is highly scalable employing an in-memory storage
system and a distributed scheduler. In this talk, I will discuss some of our design decisions and our early experience with using Ray to
implement a variety of applications.

Stephanie Wang - gh:stephanie-wang - UC Berkeley

Stephanie is a PhD student in computer systems at UC Berkeley. She's interested in building robust and usable distributed systems for
the average developer and likes provable guarantees.

Robert Nishihara @robertnishihara - gh:robertnishihara - UC Berkeley

Robert Nishihara is a PhD student at UC Berkeley. He works on machine learning, optimization, and distributed systems.

Misuser [Creative or Generative]

9/27 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

The act of discovering and displaying digital art created for 20th century computing and telecommunication environments places the
character of these systems in stark relief. Most exhibitions require an archeological undertaking and an enormous effort to execute a
single artifact from forty years ago.

The software I feature in this talk operated at the edge of digital systems. Artists often behaved like hackers: working off hours, pushing
a system beyond its specification, and inventing new possibilities for human interaction along the way. They were some of the most
eager practitioners of early computing but often found it difficult to obtain access. Their work often saw limited distribution and few
updates.

These challenges exasperate the difficulty of building a retrospective of digital art. The software's brittle nature reflects the environment
within which it ran. The engineering decisions that lead to these systems were often informed as much by culture as science. "Misuer"
will illustrate this connection and build a framework to examine the value of conventions and what we can learn by working outside of
them.

David Schmudde @dschmudde - gh:schmudde - Beyond the Frame

D. Schmüdde is a computational artist and storyteller who creates experiences that examine the everyday realities of our post-digital
society. Over the last fifteen years, he has installed interactive work at the Center for Holographic Arts in New York City, projected
video art in the Schusev Museum of Architecture in Moscow, performed at the Chicago Museum of Contemporary Art, screened at the
Chinese Theater in Los Angeles, and given talks around the world. He's always ready to discuss big ideas - find him at http://schmud.de.

Data Driven UIs, Incrementally [Web Dev]

9/27 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

Trading in financial markets is a data-driven affair, and as such, it requires applications that can efficiently filter, transform and present
data to users in real time.

But there's a difficult problem at the heart of building such applications: finding a way of expressing the necessary transformations of the
data in a way that is simultaneously easy to understand and efficient to execute over large streams of data.

This talk will show how we've approached this problem using Incremental, an OCaml library for constructing dynamic computations that
update efficiently in response to changing data. We'll show how Incremental can be used throughout the application, from the servers
providing the data to be visualized, to the JavaScript code that generates DOM nodes in the browser. We'll also discuss how these
applications have driven us to develop ways of using efficiently diffable data structures to bridge the worlds of functional and
incremental computing.

http://github.com/stephanie-wang
http://www.robertnishihara.com
http://twitter.com/robertnishihara
http://github.com/robertnishihara
http://schmud.de/
http://twitter.com/dschmudde
http://github.com/schmudde


Yaron Minsky @yminsky - gh:yminsky - Jane Street Group

Yaron Minsky got his BA in Mathematics from Princeton and his PhD in Computer Science from Cornell, where he studied distributed
systems. He joined Jane Street in 2003, where he started out developing quantitative trading strategies, going on to found the firm's
quantitative research group. He introduced OCaml to the company and managed the transition to using OCaml for all of its core
infrastructure, turning Jane Street into the world's largest industrial user of the language. In the meantime, he's been involved in many
different aspects of Jane Street's technology stack, including trading and risk systems, developer tools, and user-interface toolkits. Yaron
has lectured, blogged and written about programming for years, with articles published in Communications of the ACM and the Journal
of Functional Programming, and is co-author of the book Real World OCaml.

Rosie Pattern Language: Improving on 50-Year Old Regular Expression Technology [Languages]

9/27 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

Regular expressions are everywhere, including in the inner loops of most data mining code. But they don't scale! Almost every
implementation uses exponential backtracking, which can stall mining of big data, where input format anomalies are likely. And building
collections of regex is fraught, because they don't compose. Perhaps most importantly, regex don't scale to teams of people, because they
are famously hard to read, understand, and maintain.

The Rosie Pattern Language (RPL) addresses all of these scale challenges: big data is processed in linear time in the input size; packages
of composable patterns are easily shared; and it has a readable syntax, with named patterns, flexible whitespace, and comments, like a
programming language.

You can see the advantage of named patterns even on the command line. To extract network addresses from a file, would you rather type
this:

egrep -o '((0-9{2}|\w+([.]\w+)+)' 

(and hope you got it right, and keeping in mind that you won't get ipv6 addresses with this pattern), or would this be easier:

rosie grep -o subs net.any 

RPL is based on Parsing Expression Grammars, which are more powerful than regular expressions but share many their features. (Unlike
regex, PEGs can match recursively defined data, like HTML/XML, JSON, and more.) RPL will look familiar to people who use regex,
and is meant to be easy to use for everyone. It is open source software, under the MIT license.

Jamie Jennings @jamietheriveter - gh:jamiejennings - IBM

Jamie received her Ph.D. in Computer Science from Cornell University, and has held positions in academia and industry.  As a Senior
Technical Staff Member in IBM, she led the creation of an international technical standard for over the air update of cell phone
software, a standard in wide use by the mobile industry today.  She has been chief architect for a number of IBM products, and has also
done protocol design and security engineering work in her 20-year career as a technologist. These days, she is part of an Advanced
Technology team in IBM's Cloud division. In her spare time she plays ice hockey and writes compilers.

The Hard Parts of Open Source [Other]

9/27 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater

As more people enter /r/elm and the Elm discourse, I have thought a lot about how "online communities" work. Patterns of conflict. Why
those patterns exist. Structures that would diffuse that conflict in healthy ways. Initially I just wanted to get yelled at less, but I instead
stumbled upon "a cultural history of open source" that may reveal a path to more civil and productive online communication in general.

Attendees will leave with (1) an inside perspective on open source projects, (2) a historical and cultural framework that I think can
improve online communities right now, and (3) some interesting references and ideas to explore further in their own projects and
interactions.

Evan Czaplicki @czaplic - gh:evancz - NoRedInk

Evan created Elm, a functional language for web programming. He is an open source engineer at NoRedInk, where the front-end code
includes more than 200k lines of Elm. He works on Elm full-time, developing the compiler, language, tools, and libraries.

Democratizing AI - Back-fitting end-to-end machine learning at LinkedIn scale [AI and Machine Learning]

9/27 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

https://blog.janestreet.com/author/yminsky/
http://twitter.com/yminsky
http://github.com/yminsky
https://html2pdf.com/files/dlslkvs3wzh75c7o/o_1codh63lh1q2a1k1aj9qndflqka/%5B.%5D%5B0-9%5D%7B1,3%7D
http://rosie-lang.org
http://twitter.com/jamietheriveter
http://github.com/jamiejennings
http://twitter.com/czaplic
http://github.com/evancz


Just as software had taken over the world, artificial intelligence is taking over software. AI techniques are creeping in everywhere, even
into the build systems. Also, increasingly engineers are learning machine learning as undergrads -- the days of lab-coated AI is coming to
an end. In addition, in the past year or so, hardly a day goes by without new machine learning techniques and frameworks emerging.

Since founding 15 years ago, LinkedIn has embraced AI -- from career recommendations to curating the feed. Each AI product was built
by separate teams. Some of them are extremely performance sensitive (such as the Feed or Job Recommendations) with bespoke
architectures. Onboarding new engineers, new features, and new modeling technologies. It is almost impossible for non-AI engineers to
contribute.

In this talk, I present "Productive Machine Learning" -- doubling modeler efficiency while democratizing AI across LinkedIn
engineering. Our odyssey impacts thousands of engineers, hundreds of AI services, and several core learning technologies including tree
ensembles, generalized additive mixture ensembles, and deep learning. I focus on four layers: Exploring and Authoring, Training,
Deploying, and Running -- and the common threads that make it scale: Health Assessment and our Feature Marketplace.

Key takeaway: Too often data science teams focus on just the machine learning and forget about the infrastructure and practices needed
to actually serve AI at scale.

Joel Young - LInkedIn

Joel is leading the Machine Inference Infrastructure team at LinkedIn. His team's mission is providing easy, scalable, and operable
machine inference to connect the world's professionals to the resources they need to succeed. He is also co-lead for LinkedIn's
Productive Machine Learning initiative.

Prior to LinkedIn, he was an assistant professor in the Computer Science Department at the Naval Postgraduate School and also at the
Air Force Institute of Technology. In addition to his academic experience, Joel was an Air Force communications officer with over
twenty years of experience, serving as the Deputy Commander for the 540 member 374th Communications Squadron at Yokota AB,
Japan providing telecommunications services to the Pacific theater and as the Director of Communications, Iraq Assistance Group a
providing service to a flag-officer staff and over 200 transition teams embedded in the Iraqi Army. His first job in the Air Force was
working with Kalman filters for cruise missile flight simulators and mission planners.

Before the Air Force, he was an Eagle Scout, a hospital janitor, a carnival operator, and a ditch digger. Joel earned his PhD in
Computer Science from Brown University in 2005. His research areas include digital forensics, data mining, and machine learning. He
has also published in web search, computational biology, and temporal modeling.

Bo Long - LinkedIn

Dr. Bo Long is leading LinkedIn's machine learning foundation team. His team is  creating  cutting edge machine
learning technology to cater to all information and career needs of every single member of the global workforce.    He also co-founded
Particle Media and worked at Yahoo! Labs, IBM Watson and Google Lab. He holds a dozen of innovations and has published peer-
reviewed books and peer-reviewed papers in top conferences and journals including ICML, KDD, ICDM, AAAI, SDM, CIKM, and
KAIS.  He has served as reviewers, workshops co-organizers, conference organizer committee members, and area chairs for multiple
conferences, including KDD, NIPS, SIGIR, ICML, SDM, CIKM, JSM etc. 

Browser Testing using Grammars and a Consensus Oracle [Creative or Generative]

9/27 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Union Station Grand D

Browser rendering is an area that can greatly benefit from property-based testing. However, generating interesting inputs (web pages
containing HTML and CSS) and creating a test Oracle that can detect an incorrectly rendered web page based on randomly generated
inputs is a significant challenge. In this talk I will describe a property-based testing (PBT) approach that uses controllable grammar-based
generators for creating the input pages and that uses a lack of consensus among multiple rendering engines to identify failing test cases.
The use of property-based testing means that the failing test cases are shrunk to the bare minimum that triggers the rendering difference
which helps with root-cause analysis. I will focus on browser render testing in this talk but the same technique can be used to test other
software systems where there is at least one preexisting implementation of the system under test.

Joel Martin @bus_kanaka - gh:kanaka - ViaSat, Inc

Joel Martin is a Principal Software Engineer at ViaSat (formerly LonoCloud) and a PhD student at the University of Texas at Arlington.
He enjoys taking new and old ideas and combining them in interesting ways. Some of his other projects include noVNC (HTML5 VNC
client used in OpenStack), Raft.js (JS implementation of the Raft distributed consensus protocol), wac/wace (WebAssembly interpreters
written in C), and mal (a pedagogical Lisp interpreter with implementations in 72 different languages).

Privacy: the Last Stand for Fair Algorithms [AI and Machine Learning]

http://linkedin.com/in/joeldyoung
http://twitter.com/bus_kanaka
http://github.com/kanaka


9/27 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Union Station Grand EF

In a world where big data is continuously touted as "the new oil" and U.S. companies are shutting their websites down rather than
following increased European privacy rules, why should we care or worry about privacy? Is privacy dead? If not, should we work to
preserve it?

In this talk, we'll dive into privacy for data science and why ensuring privacy for machine learning contributes to creating more ethical
and fair models. We'll dive into research related to fair-and-private machine learning algorithms and privacy-preserving models, showing
that caring about privacy and working to preserve user privacy in your machine learning workflows can help ensure a better model
overall and support a more ethical product design.

Katharine Jarmul @kjam - gh:kjam - http://kiprotect.com

Katharine Jarmul is a pythonista and co-founder of KIProtect, a data science and machine learning security company in Berlin,
Germany. She's been using Python since 2008 to solve and create problems. She helped form the first PyLadies chapter in Los Angeles
in 2010, and co-authored an O'Reilly book along with several video courses on Python and data. She enjoys following the latest
developments in machine learning, ethics and privacy in data science, natural language processing and workflow automation
infrastructure and is generally chatty and crabby on Twitter, where you can keep up with her latest shenanigans (@kjam).

Trusting Your Data Science Pipelines: A Quantitative Approach [AI and Machine Learning]

9/27 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Centene

With the advent of new machine learning techniques and powerful distributed compute systems, an increasing number of companies are
developing pipelines to turn massive raw datasets into actionable signals. These systems often involve complex black-box models and
sophisticated analytics algorithms. As individual teams focus on limited portions of the system, they become hyper-specialized and suffer
from technical myopia: each component may function as intended, but the entire pipeline produces quantitatively unstable or chaotic
results. At Two Sigma, we created the Quantitative Reliability Engineering (QRE) team to solve this problem. QRE takes a scientific
approach to understanding and improving the methodology behind every step of a company's data analytics pipeline. QRE collaborates
closely with teams of data scientists and engineers to verify the end-to-end results of the overall system and develop new scalable
algorithms. Elijah, the tech lead of this team, will be talking about the work they do and the challenges they face, and how the way they
think about this problem applies to the broader computation industry.

Elijah ben izzy @elijahbenizzy - Two Sigma

Elijah ben Izzy is a Software engineer at Two Sigma. He enjoys developing applications to solve mathematical and modeling problems,
and occasionally appreciates a good deep-dive into legacy systems.

From the Inside Out: Building a City Vacancy Portal [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/27 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

The City of Saint Louis has a wealth of data concerning vacant properties. Unfortunately, like many cities, it also has a data management
problem. Data regarding vacant parcels is fractured, spread across many databases owned and maintained by numerous agencies and
departments using a variety of technologies. In order to fully understand and eventually address this problem, a group of concerned
citizens has begun building a single source of truth; a central data repository that normalizes and visualizes the problem not just for
policy makers and city officials, but for normal citizens as well. In this talk, we will look at how this data portal was made, and how
determined volunteers with the right skills can effect local government.

Jonathan Leek @jon_leek - Daugherty Business Solutions

Jonathan Leek is a Data and Analytics consultant for Daugherty Business Solutions and cofounder of OpenSTL, Saint Louis' Code for
America Brigade. He has a history of entrepreneurship and civic involvement, and believes in volunteering and activism using all the
skills one has at their disposal.

Laura Ginn - St. Louis Development Corporation

Laura works as Program Manager for the City of St. Louis where she combines data-driven solutions and community participatory
mapping exercises to inform neighborhood planning. She developed a GIS model that prioritizes locations for the removal of impervious
surface in St. Louis, to mitigate local flooding and increase the City's resilience to climate change. Laura believes that improved data
management and transparency allows for better civic engagement, and that increased collaborations between government, private tech,
and academia are necessary to infuse innovation into government planning and policy.

http://kjamistan.com
http://twitter.com/kjam
http://github.com/kjam
http://elijahbenizzy.github.io/
http://twitter.com/elijahbenizzy
http://twitter.com/jon_leek


Mill vs. Spectre: Performance and Security [Security]

9/27 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

The Meltdown and Spectre attacks, disclosed last year, have upended the industry. With them an attacker can read any location in
memory and extract the secret content at high rates. The attacks are unique because they gain access, not by exploiting some bug in
application or kernel code, but through a fundamental architecture design flaw in most modern commercial CPUs. Working around the
flaw reliably can cost a third or more of program performance.

The keyword above is "most". General purpose CPUs today commonly use Out of Order (OOO) scheduling and speculative execution to
obtain higher performance. Unfortunately, Spectre and Meltdown have revealed that the increase in speed provided by OOO comes with
an inherent cost: total loss of security. However, not all CPUs use the OOO architecture. Many low-end architectures that are more
concerned with power usage than speed use an older approach, In-Order (IO), and eschew speculation. Such chips are inherently immune
to Meltdown/Spectre. In fact, the microcode workarounds applied to OOO machines to prevent these attacks in effect convert them into
IO machines - that run at In-Order speed while using OOO power to do it.

There is an exception to this gloomy news. The Mill architecture was designed from the beginning to provide OOO performance on an
IO power budget. It does no hardware speculation and so, serendipitously, is immune to Meltdown and Spectre. That's the easy part - a
Z80 does no hardware speculation and is immune too. The hard part is getting the performance of speculation without opening security
holes. The talk will explain the security problem, show why the Mill is immune, and will lightly address why Mill performance does not
need OOO.

Ivan Godard - Mill Computing, Inc.

Ivan Godard is CTO and a founder of Mill Computing, Inc., developer of the Mill family of general-purpose CPUs. He has written or led
the development team for a dozen compilers, an OS, an OODBMS, and much other software. He has no degrees and has never taken a
computing course; such things didn't exist when he started.

Running With Scissors: Live Coding With Data [Languages]

9/27 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

There are few novel features of programming languages, but each combination has different properties. The combination of dynamic,
hosted, functional, extended Lisp in Clojure gives developers the tools for making effective programs. Less well understood are the ways
in which Clojure's unique combination of features can yield a highly effective development process.

Over more than a decade, we have developed an effective approach to writing code in Clojure whose power comes from composing
many of its key features. As different as Clojure programs are from e.g. Java programs, so to can and should be the development
experience. You are not in Kansas anymore!

This talk presents a demonstration of the leverage you can get when writing programs in Clojure, with examples, based on my
experiences as a core developer of Clojure and Datomic.

Stuart Halloway @stuarthalloway - gh:stuarthalloway - Cognitect

Stuart Halloway is a founder and President of Cognitect (formerly Relevance). He is a Clojure committer, and a developer of the
Datomic database.

Stuart has spoken at a variety of industry events, including StrangeLoop, Clojure/conj, EuroClojure, ClojureWest, SpeakerConf, QCon,
GOTO, OSCON, RailsConf, RubyConf, JavaOne, and NFJS.

Stuart has written a number of books and technical articles. Of these, he is most proud of Programming Clojure.

Generating Music From Emotion (and other experiments) [Creative or Generative]

9/27 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater

The field of generative music is founded on invisible structures - procedural rules, biological behaviors, linguistic systems. Hannah's
work explores music generation based on another invisible pattern - emotion. In this talk, she will explain her experiments with
translating books into music based on their emotional content, and more recent work on generating music based on the content of video
and film. How can we think about emotion as a chronological structure? How can sentiment analysis be used to parse stories? What
additional information in non-musical media can be used as a foundation on which to generate a musical story?

Hannah Davis @ahandvanish - gh:handav

https://clojure.org/about/dynamic
https://clojure.org/about/jvm%3Ci%3Ehosted
https://clojure.org/about/functional%3C/i%3Eprogramming
https://clojure.org/about/lisp
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http://stuarthalloway.com
http://twitter.com/stuarthalloway
http://github.com/stuarthalloway
http://www.hannahishere.com
http://twitter.com/ahandvanish
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Hannah Davis is a generative musician and independent researcher. Her algorithm TransProse, which translates novels and other large
works of text into emotionally-similar music, has been written up in TIME, Popular Science, Wired, and others. Hannah creates unique
datasets for art and machine learning, is a supporter of the ml5.js library, and is currently working on an algorithm to generatively
score films.

Through her work on emotions in AI, she's become particularly interested in the idea of "subjective data" and bias and has started
further research into this area. She is a 2017 AI Grant recipient and a 2018 OpenAI Scholar. Her work can be found at
www.hannahishere.com and www.musicfromtext.com.

Why I chose to modularize the ducks in my React App [Languages]

9/27 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

React and Redux are hot but the state management can be overwhelming for beginners. I'm going to help you keep your code DRY,
scalable, and maintainable- the dream trifecta!- regardless of its size and scope. This talk will help you dissect the components and break
React and Redux down into both manageable and comprehensible steps. Creating "ducks", or modularized components, allows you to
keep all of your state in one place and avoid creating a new file for every single action and reducer. Using an example app that ranks the
Top 20 Most Binge-Worthy Shows, this talk will not only cover HOW to modularize your React code but more importantly explore
WHY one would choose to do that in the first place! No need to be familiar with React or Redux, this session is more on the process of
modularization in general.

Lauren Lee @LoLoCoding - gh:laurenelee - GoDaddy

English Teacher turned Software Development Engineer-- thanks to Ada Developers Academy, a training program located in Seattle for
women and gender diverse people seeking to become full-stack software developers.

Architecting for Active-Active Resiliency in the Cloud [Architecting for the Cloud]

9/27 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Union Station Grand D

Five years ago, it was common practice for developers to spend their weekends updating code on mainframes. The push towards
microservices has given teams the opportunity to rearchitect legacy services and build new ones on the cloud. Cloud services like
Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform have flooded the market with the ability to build pipelines that
allow for easy and scalable deployments - but once in the cloud, these services are not exempt from region-wide failures. Architecting for
system failure is essential for startups and tech giants alike and can be a hurdle for many teams developing on a new platform.

In this talk, we'll discuss the considerations and tradeoffs associated with architecting for multi-regional active-active resiliency. We'll
talk about asynchronous data issues that rise from building regionally-localized environments. We'll take a dive into selected architecture
patterns and discuss new tools and services that can be utilized to minimize headaches and to maximize service availability.

Steven Dang - Capital One

Steven is a software engineer at Capital One where he has worked since receiving his Bachelor's in Mathematics from the University of
Houston in 2016. In that time, he's worked on projects of all shapes and sizes, and has earned his AWS Solutions Architect Associate
Certification. Although originally a Java-devotee, Python has slowly slithered into his heart. His focus is on mentorship - both in the
workplace and in the classroom.

Git from the Ground Up [Other]

9/27 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Union Station Grand EF

Git is notorious for its complex and opaque commands and high learning curve. In this talk, we'll unlock git by exploring what happens
under the hood in its key pathways. Attendees will leave this talk with an understanding of git internals and knowledge to help them
debug the gnarliest of git conundrums.

Safia Abdalla @captainsafia - gh:captainsafia

Safia is building Zarf, publishing and branding platform for authors. Zarf is the first product of the company she bootstrapped, Tanmu
Labs.She maintains open source projects like legit, goops, commentator, checklist, brief, giddy, fony, and many more. She is also a
collaborator on the nteract project. Safia likes building minimal but productive and powerful tools. She co-hosts the BookBytes podcast
and the JSPartyFM live podcast. Safia writes about technology, open source, and the trials and tribulations of solo foundership on her
blog. She gives keynotes and talks on open source, the future of technology, how to be a solo founder, and more. Safia holds a Bachelor
of Science in Computer Science from Northwestern University.

http://medium.com/@LoLoCoding
http://twitter.com/LoLoCoding
http://github.com/laurenelee
https://safia.rocks/
http://twitter.com/captainsafia
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Picasso, Geometry, Jupyter [Creative or Generative]

9/27 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Centene

Picasso's The Bull is a series of eleven prints showing his process of abstraction, step by step. Starting with a realistic image, he
progressively deconstructs and compresses the bull into an abstract geometric form. Artists, mathematicians, and software developers
alike have been captivated by Picasso's creative process.

How could we teach a computer to imitate this style? With neural style transfer? That method transfers color and texture, but preserves
geometry, so it works better with Van Gogh's Starry Night than Picasso's Bulls. Picasso explained, "A picture used to be a sum of
additions. In my case a picture is a sum of destructions."

We can approximate Picasso's "destructions" with a series of geometric transformations and image processing functions. We'll explore
these techniques with Python code, using libraries like OpenCV, for open source computer vision.

We'll learn about the underlying mathematics, not through formulas in research papers and textbooks, but with code and visuals, in
Jupyter Notebook. Jupyter enables us to experiment with interactive, animated output, and show our work step by step like Picasso.

We'll apply our transformations to generate new art inspired by Picasso's Bulls. The results will be far from perfect, but the mistakes are
interesting!

Ryan Herr @rrherr - gh:rrherr

Ryan aspires to be a Banjo Data Scientist: better at banjo than statisticians and software engineers, and better at stats and software than
banjo players. He believes the way to be at the top of your field is to choose a very small field. His favorite software methodology is JDD
(Joke-Driven Development). Ever since he first programmed LOGO turtles on an Apple IIe, he's loved mixing code, math, and art in
interactive environments.

Justice For Sale [Strange Software]

9/27 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

There are over 2 million people imprisoned in this country. Justice has a price, and the number of people who can afford it decreases
every day. Massive corporations and powerful individuals can commit offenses and immediately leverage their financial resources into
legal power. Millionaires can pay for access to troves of data, enlist a cornucopia of expensive services, and afford to wait for them in
comfort. Half a million people are in jail today who have not even been convicted of any crime, and they cannot.

The gap is widening, and this is where technology can help. The ability of computation to scale resources could enable us to provide
legally-relevant tools and information to make justice affordable. Many organizations try to diminish the inequality built in to the
purposely-obfuscated and overcomplicated design of the legal system, and there is much to learn from them on the road to eliminating
inequity entirely. With particular focus on tackling mass incarceration, in this talk we'll explore how technology could help balance the
criminal system to provide freedom and justice for all.

Brittany Wald @joyousbanana

I am a computer programmer with 4 years of professional experience in web applications and distributed systems. I went to NYU law
school briefly, but dropped out after deciding that I thought technology provided more possibilities for righting the world's wrongs. I
love playing games of all kinds, and periodically develop them.

Hackett: a metaprogrammable Haskell [Languages]

9/27 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

What would you get if you combined a cutting edge, state of the art macro system with a tried and true, industrial-strength type system?
The answer is Hackett, a programming language that embeds the power of the Haskell type system within the Racket macro system.
Traditional approaches to macro-enabled Haskells have been relatively straightforward, bolting a macroexpander onto the frontend of an
otherwise mundane compiler, but this is a shallow, unsatisfying embedding--by its very nature, the typechecker does not run until
macroexpansion is complete, so the wealth of static information embedded in the type system is inaccessible to macro authors. In
contrast, Hackett applies and extends recent research first published at POPL 2017 that enables interleaving macroexpansion and
typechecking, opening up entirely new ways for programmers to tinker with their language and construct embedded DSLs.

While Hackett is still in development, it is already starting to bear fruit as a vehicle to explore this relatively unexplored design space. In
this talk, we will take a look at some real Hackett code to get a feel for what the language is like, survey some of the underlying Racket

https://rrherr.github.io/
http://twitter.com/rrherr
http://github.com/rrherr
http://twitter.com/joyousbanana


technologies that make a sampling of Hackett's features possible, and also discuss some of the ways Hackett is likely to grow and
develop in the near future. Finally, we'll compare and contrast Hackett's approach to metaprogramming with other approaches in the
design space to see what makes Hackett unique.

Alexis King @lexi_lambda - gh:lexi-lambda

Alexis is a programmer and programming language hobbyist turned academic who currently works with Northwestern University's
programming languages group, where she mostly writes Racket and tinkers with macros and macro systems. She previously worked as a
professional Haskell developer, where she focused on taking advantage of extensible effect systems to improve the resiliency of
automated test suites. She has been working on Hackett in her free time since late 2016, though she has been dreaming of something like
it for much longer.

A Theory of Everything [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/27 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

In physics, a "Theory of Everything" unifies the rules that govern the quantum (tiny) universe and the classical (big) universe. Just as
such a theory has eluded physicists, software developers, too, lack a similar unifying view of the world. Backend development is seen as
"hardcore" software engineering while front-end development is (erroneously) perceived as "easier" or somehow less of a discipline. We
need a theory of everything that ties together the traditional computational approach of back-end development along with the user-facing
interaction approach of front-end development. Database design meets UX design in a way that matters. Learn how to draw close
connections between seemingly unrelated system components, thereby allowing you to better grasp the bigger picture for any project
regardless of your role.

Johnny Ray Austin @recursivefunk - gh:recursivefunk - Mapbox

Johnny is an experienced engineering leader with interest in everything from UX design to distributed systems. He is an active member
of the open source community - contributing to projects such as Node.js as well as authoring an array of NPM modules. His specialty is
in full stack JavaScript but has experience with Python and Go.

Johnny serves as a member of the IT Advisory Board for the National Academy Foundation where he helps to ensure students receive
the resources necessary to prepare them for industry or higher education. He is the former Curriculum Development Lead for the DC
chapter of Black Girls Code - an organization dedicated to teaching young women of color how to program. Johnny now serves as a
technology advisor for Black Girls Code.

He is also an educator - having taught Front End Web Development as well as JavaScript courses through General Assembly. During
his time as Director of Technology at iStrategyLabs, Johnny led the development of projects and campaigns for clients such as
Facebook, NBC Universal, Kroger, Volkswagen more.

As a member of the Tech Fellows program, Johnny helped drive the engineering culture at Capital One through high impact technology
contributions and thought leadership. He also helped launch Capital One's Eno product - a Machine Learning enabled intelligent
assistant that helps customers manage their money.

Johnny currently leads a team of engineers, designers, data scientists, and strategists as Head of Navigation Data at Mapbox in
Washington, DC.

Towards Language Support for Distributed Systems [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/27 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater

Building and managing different sorts of distributed systems is notoriously difficult; of course nodes can fail, but we are also often
connecting many different services with many different underlying assumptions behind each. This means that not only can individual
components fail, but so can entire inter-connected groups of services. But what if we could leave some of these headaches, like making
sure that certain invariants hold between two inter-connected services, to our programming language to worry about? In this talk, Heather
will talk about some recent work bridging distributed systems and programming languages research by shifting reasoning for two classes
of problems into the programming language; building up richer computations making use of CRDTs, and building up richer
computations implemented as compositions of serverless functions.

Heather Miller @heathercmiller - gh:heathermiller - Carnegie Mellon University

Heather is an Assistant Professor in the School of Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon University. Before that, she was the co-founder
and Executive Director of the Scala Center at EPFL, where she was also a research scientist, as well as an Assistant Clinical Professor
at Northeastern University. She recently completed her PhD in EPFL's Faculty of Computer and Communication Science where she
contributed to the now-widespread programming language, Scala. Heather's research interests are at the intersection of data-centric
distributed systems and programming languages, with a focus on transferring her research results into industrial use. She has also led
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development of popular MOOCs some 1 million students strong, such as "Functional Programming Principles in Scala."

Making Games for 1920s Hardware [Strange Software]

9/27 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

"Hello, Operator!" is a game played on a vintage Western Electric telephone switchboard from 1927. Players sit down at the physical
switchboard and learn how to use it as they actually would have in the 1920s. Under the hood, the game is a blend of old and new
technology, with a JavaScript-based game engine running on a modern computer wired directly to 90-year-old electronics.

This talk will dive into the development and design process of "Hello, Operator!". As someone used to working purely in software, how
do you approach sitting down with 90-year-old hardware and actually figuring out what's going on? How do you make sense of
something that has no documentation or source code, where "legacy code" and "tech debt" mean not a pile of spaghetti code but a literal
tangle of wires, and the equivalent of "console.log" is a multimeter?

More than just dealing with hardware, making a fun game is all about having a tight feedback loop between prototyping and putting
things in front of actual users. That sort of iterative design is tricky when it involves 200 pounds of vintage hardware! We'll talk about
the cross-platform game engine powering "Hello, Operator" that can run anywhere from the physical hardware to a Unix CLI to an iPad
with a custom touch-based interface, and engineering considerations and design patterns that can allow you to seamlessly transition
between prototyping in code and in silicon.

Mike Lazer-Walker @lazerwalker - gh:lazerwalker

Mike is a Berlin-based artist/engineer who makes interactive art, experimental games, and software tools. Most of his work focuses on
using nontraditional interfaces to reframe everyday objects and spaces as playful experiences.

He's built projects as far-flung as a site-specific generative poetry walk, a game played on 19th century telegraph hardware, and a
commercial board game that uses Amazon Alexa. In the past, he's worked at companies like Pivotal Labs and Etsy, on beloved games
and apps such as Words With Friends and Timehop, and as a researcher in the MIT Media Lab's Playful Systems research group.

Validating Big Data Pipelines & ML (w Spark & Beam) - Inspecting Functional Pipelines & Avoiding
Awkward Recommendations [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/27 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Union Station Grand EF

Do you ever wonder if your data pipeline is still producing the correct results? Has it ever not? Have you not tricked anyone else into
tacking over the pager for your system?

As big data jobs move from the proof-of-concept phase into powering real production services, we have to start consider what will
happen when everything eventually goes wrong (such as recommending inappropriate products or other decisions taken on bad data).
This talk will attempt to convince you that we will all eventually get aboard the failboat (especially with ~40% of respondents
automatically deploying their Spark jobs results to production), and its important to automatically recognize when things have gone
wrong so we can stop deployment before we have to update our resumes.

Figuring out when things have gone terribly wrong is trickier than it first appears, since we want to catch the errors before our users
notice them (or failing that before CNN notices them). We will explore general techniques for validation, look at responses from people
validating big data jobs in production environments, and libraries that can assist us in writing relative validation rules based on historical
data.

Once we feel like we've almost got it all under our belt, we will shift focus from traditional ETL pipelines to all of the wonderful special
concerns that come with producing ML models and how we can (try) and validate that things are getting better (or at least not that much
worse).

Holden Karau @holdenkarau - gh:holdenk - Google

Holden is a transgender Canadian open source developer advocate @ Google with a focus on Apache Spark, BEAM, and related "big
data" tools. She is the co-author of Learning Spark, High Performance Spark, and another Spark book that's a bit more out of date. She
is a committer and PMC on Apache Spark and committer on SystemML & Mahout projects. She was tricked into the world of big data
while trying to improve search and recommendation systems and has long since forgotten her original goal.

Changing the World [keynote]

9/27 4:30 pm-5:20 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater
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Exploring what it means to change the world.

Erica Joy Baker @EricaJoy - gh:EricaJoy - Patreon

Erica is a Senior Engineering Manager at Patreon, and former Senior Engineer at Slack Technologies, She is an advocate for diversity
and inclusion in tech, and expanding access to tech education.

Erica's career in tech began fifteen years ago doing domain administration for the University of Alaska Statewide System, before
becoming a Googler in 2006. Erica's role grew and shifted within Google, growing from Support Technician to Site Reliability Engineer.
She joined Slack in 2015, where she focuses on Build and Release Engineering. She joined Patreon in 2017 where she manages the
Infrastructure Engineering team. Erica is on the Board of Directors for Girl Develop It, the advisory Boards for Atipica and Hack the
Hood, and is a Tech Mentor for Black Girls Code. She is also a Global Advisory Council Member for Barbie.

Erica is a founding member of Project Include, was the 2015 Level Playing Field Institute Lux Award winner, a nominee for the 2016
Crunchies Include Diversity Award, and was included in WIRED Magazine's 2016 NextList. Erica is currently based in Oakland,
California.

Unsession: The Little Typer release party [unsessions]

9/27 7:00 pm-8:00 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

Please join us to help us celebrate the release of The Little Typer. The Little Typer is a different kind of introduction to dependent types
written in the style of The Little Schemer.

Galois has graciously provided ten copies of The Little Typer to give away at this party.  We hope to see you!

Dan Friedman and David Christiansen

David Christiansen

Dan Friedman

Unsession: Clojure Meetup [unsessions]

9/27 7:00 pm-8:00 pm, Union Station Grand D

Alex Miller and Stuart Halloway of the Clojure core team will give an update on Clojure 1.10 and answer questions.

Alex Miller

Unsession: Unison: Programming the Global Supercomputer [unsessions]

9/27 7:00 pm-8:00 pm, Union Station Grand EF

Unison is a new purely functional programming language, currently under development. Unison treats any pool of networked machines
as if they formed a single supercomputer, and lets you program this supercomputer simply and directly. This talk will introduce the
Unison language, its type system, runtime, and developer experience, as well as the core ideas that make Unison unique.

Rúnar Bjarnason

Unsession: Microcontroller/Embedded Programming Chat & Show and Tell [unsessions]

9/27 7:00 pm-8:00 pm, Union Station Midway

With Raspberry PI, Arduino, and other affordable devices becoming available it's super easy to build things that make noises, move
things, or keep track of the outside world! In this space we can show off things we've made, want to make, or ask questions about how to
get started. No physics/electronics/soldering skills required!

David Sutton
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Unsession: Future of Programming Environments [unsessions]

9/27 8:00 pm-9:00 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

If you're inspired by Bret Victor's essay Learnable Programming, this meetup is for you! Let's casually chat about better user interfaces
and tools for making programming more productive and enjoyable.

Geoffrey Litt

Unsession: Web development in Haskell [unsessions]

9/27 8:00 pm-9:00 pm, Union Station Grand D

Do you make websites or web apps with Haskell? What tools, libraries, and/or frameworks do you use? What is your deployment
pipeline? What do you like and dislike about working with Haskell for web development? Let's talk about the challenges we run into and
how to solve them.

Libby Horacek

Lightning Talks []

9/27 8:00 pm-10:00 pm, Union Station Grand EF

Suggest lightning talk ideas on the wiki

Unsession: Lispers [unsessions]

9/27 8:00 pm-9:00 pm, Union Station Midway

An unstructured hangout for anyone who programs in Lisp languages (Common Lisp, Scheme, Clojure, Racket, etc.) for fun and/or
profit.

Dave Yarwood

Unsession: BYOD: Data Wrangling Horror Stories and Lessons [unsessions]

9/27 9:00 pm-10:00 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

50% of data work is data wrangling and the other 50% is complaining about data wrangling. Let's bring together our dirty datasets and/or
scripts dealing with hard-to-deal-with data. Hopefully, we can draw from these experiences and impart lessons on what we've learned
along the way.

Lorena Mesa

Angel D'az

Unsession: Live Coding Music with TidalCycles [unsessions]

9/27 9:00 pm-10:00 pm, Union Station Grand D

An introduction to the TidalCycles live coding language for music. This is a Haskell based language that is all about patterns. No
Haskell or music experience needed to learn, just an interest in making noise!

Scott Fradkin

https://github.com/strangeloop/StrangeLoop2018/wiki/Lightning-Talks-Sign-up


Unsession: Juggle Party [unsessions]

9/27 9:00 pm-10:00 pm, Union Station Midway

Throw stuff in the air and catch it again. Other circus arts (poi, contact, staff, etc) welcome!

Hillel Wayne

Friday Breakfast [misc]

9/28 8:30 am-9:00 am, Stifel Theatre Grand Lobby

Breakfast is provided at the Stifel Theatre (NOT at Union Station):

Assorted breakfast pastries, Danish, donuts
Breakfast English Muffin, Ham, Egg, Cheese
Breakfast Biscuit Sausage Patty, Egg, Cheese
Vegetarian Breakfast - Crescent Biscuit with Eggs, Monterey Jack Cheese, Leeks, Wild mushrooms
Vegan option: TBD

All the Languages Together [keynote]

9/28 9:10 am-10:00 am, Stifel Theatre Theater

As software becomes increasingly complex, we need toolchains that simplify building systems using a mix of languages so we can use
the best language for each part of a system. That "best" language might be Rust for a high-performance component, a terminating
domain-specific language for a protocol parser, or a general-purpose scripting language for UI code.  

Ideally, we should be able to reason only in our chosen language when working on that component. Unfortunately, most current
languages and toolchains were designed with language interoperability as an afterthought, so they lack the means to support single-
language reasoning when building multi-language software. For instance, we can reason about safe memory usage in Rust, but if our
Rust component shares references with a Java method, we must reason about the possibility that Java might violate Rust's borrowing
discipline leading to unsafe memory use.  

This talk is about how to change the status quo to make it easier to build multi-language software.  I'll argue that language designers
should equip their "core" language with extensions, dubbed linking types, that allow programmers to annotate how their components
should interact with features missing from their core language.  Moreover, toolchain developers should devise compilers and linkers that
prevent linking with external code that violates safety or security properties provided by the core language, unless the programmer uses
linking-type annotations to request such linking.

Amal Ahmed - gh:amalahmed - Northeastern University

Amal Ahmed is an Associate Professor of Computer Science at Northeastern University. She was previously an Assistant Professor at
Indiana University and a Research Assistant Professor at the Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago. Her research interests lie in
programming languages and compiler verification, with a focus on type systems, semantics, secure compilation, safe language
interoperability, and gradual typing. She is known for her work on scaling the logical relations proof method to realistic languages---
with features like memory allocation and mutation, objects, and concurrency---leading to wide use of the technique, e.g., for correctness
of compiler transformations, soundness of advanced type systems, and verification of fine-grained concurrent data structures. Her
primary focus for the last few years has been on developing an architecture for building correct and secure compilers that support safe
inter-language linking of compiled code. Her awards include an NSF Career Award, a Google Faculty Research Award, and a George
Van Ness Lothrop Fellowship. She has served as program chair for ESOP and on the steering committees of ETAPS, ESOP, PLMW, and
ICFP. She is also a frequent lecturer at the annual Oregon Programming Languages Summer School (OPLSS).

Moving from 1 to N regions: an open retrospective [Architecting for the Cloud]

9/28 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Centene

For the past year, I and a small team of engineers have had one job: allow New Relic to run an independent European region for data
sovereignty reasons. More regions were almost certain to follow on potentially any cloud vendor, so we knew the project really had to be
the Nth region project, not the EU region project.

http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/amal/
http://github.com/amalahmed


That means taking around 500 services written by around 50 teams that have historically been assumed to run in just one deployment, our
existing US-based region, and changing them to work anywhere. We also had to avoid doubling our operational burden as the result of
adding a second region. Oh, and because every team owns their own services from development through operations, every team needed
to make the changes themselves.

The talk will be in two parts, because a project like this isn't purely technical or organizational:

We needed to choose technical changes that turned region turn-up from a many-month-long process for all teams into a project for one
small team. We decided that the key was to move all services, stateless and stateful alike, to run in containers, and have them all do
service discovery via dependency injection.

The reality of working at a medium-sized organization meant we had to have a lot of coordination and buy-in. I'll talk about how our
roadmapping process both hindered and enabled this project to work at all, and how we used test buildouts and teardowns to integrate
early and often.

Andrew Bloomgarden @aughr - gh:aughr - New Relic

Andrew is a Principal Software Engineer at New Relic. Over his time there, he's worked on a wide range of projects, including charting,
the autocompleting NRQL query editor, the NRDB distributed event database, bare metal hardware provisioning, and moving to support
multiple regions. He lives in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA, where he also sings tenor in the Mendelssohn Choir of Pittsburgh.

A Little Taste of Dependent Types [Languages]

9/28 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

Dependent types let us use the same programming language for compile-time and run-time code, and are inching their way towards the
mainstream from research languages like Coq, Agda and Idris. Dependent types are useful for programming, but they also unite
programming and mathematical proofs, allowing us to use the tools and techniques we know from programming to do math.

The essential beauty of dependent types can sometimes be hard to find under layers of powerful automatic tools. The Little Typer is an
upcoming book on dependent types in the tradition of the The Little Schemer that features a tiny dependently typed language called Pie.
We will demonstrate a proof in Pie that is also a program.

Come get a taste of Pie, and see for yourself where dependent types can take us.

David Christiansen @d_christiansen - gh:david-christiansen - Galois, Inc.

David Christiansen is a researcher and engineer at Galois, Inc. He recently completed his PhD at the IT University of Copenhagen,
working on metaprogramming and domain-specific languages in the dependently typed language Idris. Together with Dan Friedman, he
is a co-author of The Little Typer, an upcoming book on dependent types in the tradition of The Little Schemer. David's main research
goal is to make programming better by finding ways for programmers to express their goals and to then get help from the computer
when achieving them.

Flare: Optimizing Apache Spark for Scale-Up Architectures and Medium-Size Data [DB and Distributed
Systems]

9/28 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

In recent years, Apache Spark has become the de facto standard for big data processing. Spark has enabled a wide audience of users to
process petabyte-scale workloads due to its flexibility and ease of use: users are able to mix SQL-style relational queries with Scala or
Python code, and have the resultant programs distributed across an entire cluster, all without having to work with low-level
parallelization or network primitives.

However, many workloads of practical importance are not large enough to justify distributed, scale-out execution, as the data may reside
entirely in main memory of a single powerful server. Still, users want to use Spark for its familiar interface and tooling. In such scale-up
scenarios, Spark's performance is suboptimal, as Spark prioritizes handling data size over optimizing the computations on that data. For
such medium-size workloads, performance may still be of critical importance if jobs are computationally heavy, need to be run
frequently on changing data, or interface with external libraries and systems (e.g., TensorFlow for machine learning).

We present Flare, an accelerator module for Spark that delivers order of magnitude speedups on scale-up architectures for a large class of
applications. Inspired by query compilation techniques from main-memory database systems, Flare incorporates a code generation
strategy designed to match the unique aspects of Spark and the characteristics of scale-up architectures, in particular proc

Gregory Essertel - gh:GSAir - Purdue University

Gregory is a senior PhD student at Purdue University, working with Tiark Rompf. His research focuses on compiler techniques for big
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data and AI systems, with a particular focus on accelerating Spark and TensorFlow. His work received a Distinguished Artifact Award
at OOPSLA '16.

Mapping Imaginary Cities [Creative or Generative]

9/28 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

While the map is not the territory (to quote the semantician Alfred Korzybski), the map is still usually intended to correspond to one. But
what about maps of nowhere at all? What can they represent and how can they be made?

Maps are a familiar part of daily life, with a deeply familiar and complex symbolic language, and a long history. They are also hugely
varied in style and aesthetic, and often are works of art unto themselves. All this makes mapping a powerful creative tool for conveying
ideas about a space, how it is used, and who inhabits it. But it also presents a mapmaker with what can feel like an overwhelming array
of design choices and technical hurdles to overcome in order to create a generative map.

This talk will explore maps as a way to communicate about people and place in the context of fictional cities, and dive into algorithms
and techniques for procedurally generating maps by building up topography, landscape, populations, and street plans.

Mouse Reeve @tripofmice - gh:mouse-reeve - Internet Archive

Mouse is a software engineer at the Internet Archive and a recent Recurse Center alumna. She has a background in anthropology and
mathematics, once created a social network where no one is allowed to use the letter e, and is a passionate dabbler in vegan patisserie,
bicycling, and historical texts on the occult. She cares about nonsense very deeply.

A Tale of Two Asyncs: Open Source Language Design in Rust and Node.js [Web Dev]

9/28 10:20 am-11:00 am, Stifel Theatre Theater

The syntactical and conceptual affordances for asynchrous programming are the most powerful, yet also most controversial, elements
and design patterns in Node.js and the greater JavaScript language ecosystem. From nested callbacks, to promises, to async/await, the
ability and "ease" of writing asynchronous code has helped earn Javascript (and Node.js) both intense popularity across a large number
of domains as well as intense criticism and scrutiny from programming language design experts, professional developers, and new
developers alike. 

In it's own effort to be a first class serverside language, Rust has also embarked on it's own journey of language design for asynchronous
programming. From Futures, to Tokio, to Async/Await- the Rust community has been prioritizing work to make asynchronous
programming not only possible, but ergonomic and productive.

Both of these communities are tackling the same problem, in a very similar moment in time, yet they have very different tehcnical design
constraints and governance models. In this talk, we'll explore these two moments and how each community's context affects how
conversations and work around async features have unfolded (or continue to unfold). By the end of the talk, we'll have a greater
appreciation for the efforts involved in open source language design, the unique challenges of asynchronous programming features, and
that ever illusive design concept of intuitive developer experience.

Ashley Williams @ag_dubs - gh:ashleygwilliams - Rust Core Team, Mozilla

Ashley is an engineer at Integer32, contracting for Mozilla on the Rust Programming Language. She is a member of the Rust Core team,
leads the Rust Community Team, and is a member of the crates.io infra and cargo teams. Previously, she worked as an engineer at npm,
the package manager for Javascript, and currently is the Individual Membership Director on the Node.js Foundation Board of
Directors. A long time teacher, Ashley has focused much of her energies on education programs for open source projects, founding
NodeTogether in 2016 and currently leading the RustBridge and Increasing Rust's Reach initiatives. She has represented teachers'
perspectives at TC39 meetings to influence the growth of JavaScript and continues to be passionate about growing the web through her
work on WebAssembly.

Leverage vs. Autonomy in a Large Software System [Architecting for the Cloud]

9/28 10:20 am-11:00 am, Union Station Grand ABC

How do you make good use of hundreds of software engineers to build a large system?

There's a tradeoff between centralizing components (libraries, services, dev/ops tools, etc.) to give engineers higher leverage; and
decentralizing components to give them better autonomy. Lacking autonomy, engineers waste time waiting on other teams. Lacking
leverage, they waste time reinventing wheels.

https://www.mousereeve.com/
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In this talk I'll briefly describe some of the concrete ways in which the leverage-autonomy tradeoff has played out at Twitter, where we
have hundreds of engineers collectively building the Twitter product.

I'll also describe a new system we're building, called Strato, which attempts to give engineers a large increase in leverage with an
acceptable loss of autonomy.

Strato is a "serverless" platform for running application code; code is written in a Scala-like DSL which provides implicit concurrency
(see Simon Marlow's 2017 Strange Loop talk) and native manipulation of Thrift data. Strato gives engineers leverage by centralizing ops
effort and packaging common patterns in a convenient form; it preserves autonomy by permitting engineers to independently develop
and deploy their own application code.

I'll briefly sketch the design and implementation of Strato, and report on how it's serving Twitter so far with respect to leverage and
autonomy.

Jake Donham @jakedonham - gh:jaked - Twitter, Inc.

Jake Donham is a programmer at Twitter and parent to a couple of fireballs.

FaCT: A New Language for Constant-Time Programming [Languages]

9/28 10:20 am-11:00 am, Union Station Grand D

Implementing cryptographic algorithms that do not inadvertently leak secret information is notoriously difficult. Today's general-purpose
programming languages and compilers do not account for data sensitivity; consequently, most real-world crypto code is written in a
subset of C intended to predictably run in constant time. This C subset, however, forgoes structured programming -- crypto developers,
today, do not have the luxury of if-statements, efficient loops, or procedural abstractions when handling sensitive data. Unsurprisingly,
even high-profile libraries, such as OpenSSL, have repeatedly suffered from bugs in such code.

In this talk, I will describe FaCT, a new domain-specific language that addresses the challenge of writing constant-time crypto code.
With FaCT, developers write crypto code using standard, high-level language constructs; FaCT, in turn, compiles such high-level code
into constant-time assembly. We designed FaCT to be embedded into existing, large projects and languages instead of serving as yet
another general purpose language. To this end, I will describe how we integrated FaCT in several such projects (OpenSSL, libsodium,
and mbedtls) and languages (C, Python, and Haskell).

Sunjay Cauligi - gh:scauligi - UC San Diego

I am a PhD student at UC San Diego working with Deian Stefan and Geoff Voelker. My current interests include type theory and
language design for creating secure systems.

The bots that help run Wikipedia [Web Dev]

9/28 10:20 am-11:00 am, Union Station Grand EF

Wikipedia is not just a website, it's an ecosystem. And bots are a strangely crucial pillar of that ecosystem. Bots typically make about
50,000 edits every day on English wikipedia. These can be as boring as fixing dead links or as critical as detecting copyright violations.
A lot of our communities rely heavily on these bots to take care of clerical tasks which our power users don't have the time for.

But who writes these bots? Where do they get the data from? How do I build one? They don't pass the turing test, surely? Let's find out!
This talk takes you into the fascinating realm of bots on Wikimedia projects. We take a look at some cool bots that maintain our websites
and the technologies behind them. We look at some awesome (ridiculous? the jury is still out on that) frameworks our communities have
come up with to keep them up and running. Still interested? Let's learn to write a bot! We'll take a look up close at a simple bot that
generates dozens of monthly housekeeping reports for a handful of our projects that help our communities work on what's important.
We'll take a look at the code for that bot and try to come up with one of our own!

Niharika Kohli @niharikakohli29 - gh:Niharika29 - Wikimedia Foundation

Niharika Kohli is an ex-software engineer, recently morphed into a product manager at the Wikimedia Foundation. She firmly believes
in the "once an engineer, always an engineer" aphorism she came up with. She works on the Community Tech team at Wikimedia where
her work involves building tools to support the on-wiki editor communities to help them do their work more effectively.

Designing Augmented Reality Systems for Speed [AI and Machine Learning]

9/28 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Centene
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Building Augmented Reality (AR) systems is a software engineering art. It requires making choices among a set of trade-offs. On one
hand, you have complex computer vision and machine learning algorithms that burn many CPU cycles; and on the other hand, you have
the conflicting goal of getting the system to be as lean as possible since AR runs on resource-limited hardware such as wearables or
mobile devices. This talk will explore how designing AR software is very much like the problem of designing distributed systems.

Like distributed systems, in AR:

We also need highly concurrent systems to take advantage of the many cores in cellphones. Concepts like message queues and
"producers-consumers" become valuable tools to reason about computation abstractions on images and sensor data.
We also need highly available systems with an instant response due to the requirement of real-time interactions from the users with
AR experiences.
We also need caching mechanisms to enable data locality for AR data retrieval.

Diana Hu @sdianahu - gh:sdhu - Niantic, Inc

Diana currently leads AR engineering at Niantic. Previously, she was the Cofounder and CTO of Escher Reality, a startup that was
acquired by Niantic. Escher Reality builds the backend for Augmented Reality applications. In the past, Diana led data science teams to
bring research projects into products for cloud television at Intel and Verizon Labs. She holds seven patents in computer vision and
machine learning.

Understanding TypeScript's Structural Type System [Languages]

9/28 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

I was wrong. I thought TypeScript was something like a Java-ey type system layered atop JavaScript, bringing a dose of brittleness and
losing the flexibility I appreciated about the warty-yet-ubiquitous multi-paradigm language.

But that's not it at all! TypeScript radically improves the JavaScript development experience by providing a flexible, light-weight type
system for modern EcmaScript. It does so while maintaining a delicate balance: adding a way to enforce assumptions and invariants
without removing the flexibility prized by dynamic language developers. This works because TypeScript's type system is structural and
not nominal - that is, based on shapes of data instead of identities of types.

Come see what's cool and exciting about TypeScript's defining feature. We'll show what differentiates a structural type system from a
nominal one; how key features of TypeScript provide a powerful language to express invariants about your system; and how TypeScript
leverages its knowledge of what code implies about the shapes of data to avoid most of the type system nuisances that put some
developers off of statically typed languages.

Drew Colthorp @dcolthorp - gh:dcolthorp - Atomic Object

Drew Colthorp has been exploring ways to make JavaScript less painful since he learned how to program with it almost 20 years ago.
(IE4 FTW!) As Principal Developer and Consultant at Atomic Object, he has led or consulted on development of unreasonably many
web apps over the past 12 years.

For AI, By AI: Freedom & Evolution of the AlgoPoetic Avant-Garde [Creative or Generative]

9/28 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

The New Yorken Poesry Magazine is an online poetry publication where all content is generated, reviewed, and selected by a
community of crowd-sourced, artificial intelligences. The publication explores what it means for machines to have ownership over and
engage with language as a social practice of expression rather than as an instrumentalized protocol for communication. In this talk, a
strong emphasis will be placed on the importance of community for algorithmic poets, highlighting that language is not an isolated,
static cultural artifact but a dynamic, collective phenomenon in constant flux. While this notion is trivially familiar to humans, it has
often been left unconsidered in the dialogue surrounding machine generated art.

The New Yorken Poesry Magazine invites you to celebrate and explore the transmutation and remapping of the compupoetical arts.

Connor Walsh - gh:connorwalsh

Connor is a programmer/musician/dreamer living in Queens, NYC. They are interested in computational modeling, writing code for
good, and generally the exploration of playfully absurd ideas.

Understanding Microservices with Distributed Tracing [Architecting for the Cloud]
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9/28 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

With a microservice architecture, one request can go through hundreds of network hops. Not one engineer can know the entire path of
the request and all the services it went through. How can engineers infer how the system behaves? Metrics? Logging? These tools have
their place, but neither of these inherently constructs a journey of the entire request. What if we want to optimize the overall request
latency? Figure out how many additional hops the system will make by adding a new API call? I am here to talk about how distributed
tracing tells a story about your system. I will go over how you can see the entire picture of what your system looks like, and with this
data, make investigate and triage systematic issues, and make impactful, data-driven, performance optimizations to your system. I will go
over what tracing does well and what it isn't meant for. I will also go over how we went about tracing at Lyft and lessons learned from
our adoption process.

Lita Cho @litacho - gh:lita - Lyft

Lita is a senior software engineer at Lyft. She works on the Networking team, building out the tracing infrastructure and client network
visibility at Lyft. Before that, she worked on building out the API infrastructure using Protocol Buffers, creating systems that would
generate code and bring type safety to Lyft's polyglot microservice architecture. She has also wrote application software as well,
decomposing SMS/phone logic out of the Lyft monolith and into a microservice, and adding features to Lyft Line.

Building Senior Engineers [Other]

9/28 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater

We're looking for someone more senior. This candidate was a bit too junior. How can we find more senior candidates? At some point in
our career, we've all heard or said statements like these. But what really makes a senior engineer anyway? What traits and skills do they
possess and what's the best way to determine when a candidate fits that mold? What steps can one take to get from junior to senior
engineer?

As someone who's seen this issue from both sides, I'll share my thoughts on how we can improve. What simple changes can we make to
avoid passing on great hires? What should we be focusing on to find the best candidates? How can we highlight our true strengths as
candidates to stand out and show we're the best fit? This talk will provide takeaways to advance your career and build better teams.

Dalton Mitchell @daltonamitchell - gh:daltonamitchell - Riskalyze

Dalton Mitchell works as a Senior Engineer for Riskalyze where he helps financial advisors empower their clients to invest fearlessly. He
has been writing code for over 10 years and is just starting to get the hang of it. He discovered functional programming a few years ago
after seeing a talk on Elm and never looked back. He currently drives his coworkers crazy by mentioning Elm or Elixir at least once per
day.

A Box of Chaos: The Generative Artist's Toolkit [Creative or Generative]

9/28 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

Every artist has their tools - paint, pens, canvases, or film - that they use on a daily basis. Have you ever wondered what a generative
artist's box of tools looks like? What algorithms do we use? How do we deal with color? How do we make code-generated artwork
appear natural?

In this talk, we will reach our hands into the toolkit of a generative artist together and discuss what we find inside. We'll touch on a
variety of simple techniques that you can utilize and combine to produce interesting works of art, today!

Benjamin Kovach @bendotk - gh:5outh - Freckle Education

Benjamin Kovach is a generative artist and functional programmer from Athens, GA. He writes Haskell code for Freckle Education by
day, and writes code that generates artwork by night.

Vellvm - Verifying the LLVM [Languages]

9/28 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Union Station Grand D

LLVM is an industrial-strength compiler that's used for everything from day-to-day iOS development (in Swift) to pie-in-the-sky
academic research projects. This makes the LLVM framework a sweet spot for bug-finding and verification technologies--any
improvements to it are amplified across its many applications.

This talk asks the question: what does LLVM code mean, and, how can we ensure that LLVM-based tools (compilers, optimizers, code
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instrumentation passes, etc.) do what they're supposed to -- especially for safety or security critical applications? The Verified LLVM
project (Vellvm) is our attempt to provide an answer.

We'll look at the LLVM intermediate representation from the point of view of programming language semantics and see how Vellvm
provides a basis for developing machine-checkable formal properties about LLVM IR programs and transformation passes. Along the
way, we'll get a taste of what LLVM code looks like, including some of its trickier aspects, and see (at a high level) how modern
interactive theorem provers--in this case, Coq--can be used to verify compiler transformations.

No experience with LLVM or formal verification technologies will be assumed.

This is joint work with many collaborators at Penn, and Vellvm is part of the NSF Expeditions project: The Science of Deep
Specifications.

Steve Zdancewic - gh:vellvm/vellvm - University of Pennsylvania

Dr. Zdancewic is a Full Professor and Associate Deparment chair in Computer and Information Science at the University of
Pennsylvania. He received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from Cornell University in 2002, and he graduated from Carnegie Mellon
University with a B.S. in Computer Science and Mathematics in 1996. He is the recipient of an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, an
Intel fellowship, an NSF CAREER award, a Sloan Fellowship. His numerous ublications in the areas of programming languages and
computer security include several best paper awards.

Dr. Zdancewic's research centers around using programming languages technology to help build secure and reliable software. He has
worked on type-based enforcement of both information-flow and authorization policies, compiler techniques for ensure memory safety of
legacy C code, and, more recently, on using interactive theorem-proving technology to construct highly-trustworthy compiler
optimization passes. His interests also include type theory and linear logics.

"It's Just Matrix Multiplication": Notation for Weaving [Strange Software]

9/28 11:20 am-12:00 pm, Union Station Grand EF

Pattern looms are often thought of as a precursor to computing because weaving has a fundamentally binary structure: when the weft
interlaces with the warp, every warp thread is either up or down. However, while computerized loom systems do simply store patterns as
a series of binary data, the limitations of simpler looms have given rise to a notational system which includes a couple of layers of
misdirection between the input operations and the resulting structure.

In this talk, I'll cover some basic weaving terminology and hand weaving pattern notation, and show how transformations at the notation
level can lead to a surprising amount of patterning complexity. This will culminate in a discussion of "network drafting," a modern style
of weaving based on an obscure French math treatise from the 1930's.

Lea Albaugh @doridoidea - gh:lealbaugh - Carnegie Mellon University Human-Computer Interaction Institute

Lea is pursuing a PhD in human-computer interaction at Carnegie Mellon University. She has previously been a researcher at Disney
Research, an artist in residence at the CMU STUDIO for Creative Inquiry, a Recurse Center never-alum, and a teaching artist in the
MAKESHOP at the Children's Museum of Pittsburgh.

Friday Lunch [misc]

9/28 12:00 pm-1:30 pm, Stifel Theatre Grand Lobby

Lunch is provided at both the Stifel Theatre AND at Union Station. It is difficult to size the meals appropriately as we are split between
the two venues, so we'd prefer that you stay at the same venue as the session you attended just prior to lunch.

Stifel Theatre lunch:

Spring Salad, Raspberries, Pecans, Feta Cheese, Raspberry Viniagrette
Smoked Brisket of Beef, Roast Corn BBQ Sauce, Onion Roll
St. Louis Made Sausage Station:
Stella Knockwurst
Shock Top Bratwurst
Stella Weisswurst
Bacon Apple Cider Red Cabbage, Crispy Onions
Grain Mustard
Southwest Pasta Salad, Corn, Black Beans, Bell Peppers, Citrus Viniagrette

Vegan (served in Kiel Club, behind Ticket Lobby):
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Fire Roasted Vegetable Polenta Cake
Vegan Cookie

Union Station lunch (vegan options on buffet, will be labeled):

Buttermilk Biscuits
Bacon Potato Salad with Mustard Dressing
Pasta Salad (vegan)
Spicy Cole Slaw
Grilled Burgers (Beef & Turkey)
Boca Burgers (vegetarian)
Slow Cooked Pulled Pork
Molasses BBQ Pork & Beans
Individual Bags of Ms. Vickie's Potato Chips
Grilled Corn on the Cob, Smoked Paprika (vegan)
Peach Cobbler & Gooey Butter Cake

Hazel: A Live Functional Programming Environment with Typed Holes [Languages]

9/28 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Centene

When programming, we spend a substantial amount of our time working on programs that are not yet complete. For example, there can
be blank spots, type errors or merge conflicts at various locations in the program. Conventional programming language definitions assign
no formal meaning to these incomplete programs, so development tools can at best resort to ad hoc heuristics to provide various useful
language services without interruption, including code completion, type inspection, code navigation, and live debugging.

We are working to develop a more principled approach to working with incomplete programs, rooted in the first principles of type
theory. We model incomplete programs as programs with holes, which (1) stand for parts of the program that are missing; and (2) serve
as membranes around parts of the program that are erroneous or conflicted.

We are incorporating this approach into Hazel (hazel.org), a web-based live programming environment for an Elm-like functional
language designed from the ground up to support typed hole-driven development. Uniquely, Hazel inserts holes automatically to ensure
that every editor state has both static meaning (so we can provide type-based services, like type inspection, without interruption) and
dynamic meaning (so we can provide run-time services, like Hazel's novel live debugger, without interruption). We are currently using
Hazel to develop interactive course material that introduces functional programming.

Cyrus Omar @neurocy - gh:cyrus- - University of Chicago

Cyrus Omar got his PhD in programming languages from Carnegie Mellon University in May 2017. He is now a post-doctoral
researcher at The University of Chicago, where he leads the Hazel collaboration. In a past life, Cyrus was a computational
neurobiologist. That experience motivated him to switch fields and focus on designing a better front-end programming experience for
scientists, engineers, artists and other skilled end-users, rooted in the principles in type theory and interaction design.

Algorithms for DNA Data Storage [Strange Software]

9/28 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

DNA is one of the most efficient forms of data storage we know of. As our capacity to produce and capture data continues to grow, DNA
offers a way for us to handle our storage needs. This talk aims to introduce attendees to the algorithms being developed to read and write
data efficiently to DNA, innovations around how researchers are reducing costs and increasing speed of DNA production, and the
potential of DNA to help us manage our data storage needs.

Ruthie Nachmany @Ruthienachmany - gh:Ruthienachmany - Warby Parker

Ruthie Nachmany is a software engineer on the systems development team at Warby Parker. When she's not trying on glasses and
building software that helps people try on glasses, she organizes the NYC Voice Assistant meetup, the NYC Salon speaker series, and a
sunrise adventure club. She is a community member at Genspace, a Brooklyn-based community biology lab.

Of Data Dropboxes and Data Gloveboxes [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/28 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

What do Cold War era nuclear isolation gloveboxes have to do with today's data science? It turns out potentially a lot!
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Very similar to nuclear engineers of the Cold War, Data Scientists often have access to very sensitive material (data). Today's data
scientists need a way to interact with toxic data where spilling more than a few data could be destructive to a company. Securing
compute clusters to be like nuclear glove boxes of old is one technique to limit data exfiltration and ensure data production is regularized,
reliable and secure.

This talk will cover the philosophy and implementation of:

Data Dropbox - data goes in blindly but can be verified via checksums
Data Glovebox - one can manipulate data as desired but can not exfiltrate except via very specific, controlled processes

Clay Baenziger - gh:cbaenziger - Bloomberg L.P.

Clay Baenziger - is an architect for the Hadoop Infrastructure Team at Bloomberg. Clay comes from a diverse background in systems
infrastructure and analytics. At Sun Microsystems, his team built out an automated bare-metal Solaris deployment tool for Solaris
engineering labs and later his contributions were core to the OpenSolaris Automated Installer. Providing a good introduction to
Hadoop, his team at Opera Solutions built out a financial portfolio analytics product. Merging the two, his team at Bloomberg has now
openly developed infrastructure for low-latency HBase, Spark, scalable ingest with Kafka and big-data warehousing using much of the
Hadoop ecosystem. Clay is a past leader and presenter at the Front Range OpenSolaris Users Group (FROSUG) and has provided big
data ideas at Hadoop Summit North America (2014), the San Francisco Hadoop Users Group (July '14), Chef Conf (2015) and HBase
Con East (2016), ApacheCon Big Data (2017), DataWorks Summit San Jose (2017), DataWorks Summit Berlin (2018).

Building Financial Systems on Eventually Consistent DBs [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/28 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

Netflix operates in 190 countries worldwide and we have 125M+ customers and growing. At any moment, around the globe, millions of
customers are getting charged for their next month of service, thousands are trying to fix payment issues so that they can start watching
again and many are signing up. Reliable systems are critical for a great customer experience - this is why we operate out of multiple
AWS regions with systems that can quickly failover between regions. Typically, Financial Systems are implemented using a strongly
consistent, single-master relational-store. But with these requirements, using a single-master store becomes a bottleneck and recovery
after a failover becomes very cumbersome. Multi-master databases that take writes in many regions are an option, but they come with
the caveat that they are usually eventually consistent and not ACID compliant. Balancing availability with consistency becomes an
exercise in tradeoffs and careful engineering to ensure we are properly managing a customer's financial state. We will cover how the
Billing Engineering platform built a solution that is scalable, available and strongly consistent (with caveats).

Rahul Pilani - Netflix

Rahul Pilani is a Sr. Software Engineer in Netflix's Billing Platform Team. He recently led the rewrite of Netflix's Global Invoice
processing system from a MySQL based app to one built on Cassandra. Before Netflix, Rahul was on Apple's Siri Domains Team
working on bringing Siri to Apple Watch. He has deep expertise in engineering scalable architectures in many domains including
Genetics, E-commerce and Virtual Assistants.

Categories for the Working Hacker [Languages]

9/28 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater

The talk will explain why category theory is of interest for developers, taking examples from Java and Haskell, and referencing the new
blockchain scripting languages Simplicity, Michelson, and Plutus. The principle of Propositions as Types describes a correspondence
between, on the one hand, propositions and proofs in logic, and, on the other, types and programs in computing. And, on the third hand,
we have category theory! Assuming only high school maths, the talk will explain how categories model three basic data types: products
(logical and), sums (logical or), and functions (logical implication). And it explains why you already learned the most important stuff in
high school.

Philip Wadler @PhilipWadler - University of Edinburgh / IOHK

Philip Wadler is Professor of Theoretical Computer Science at the University of Edinburgh and Senior Research Fellow at IOHK. He is
an ACM Fellow, a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and editor-in-chief of Proceedings of the ACM for Programming
Languages. He is past chair of ACM SIGPLAN, past holder of a Royal Society-Wolfson Research Merit Fellowship, winner of the
SIGPLAN Distinguished Service Award, and a winner of the POPL Most Influential Paper Award. Previously, he worked or studied at
Stanford, Xerox Parc, CMU, Oxford, Chalmers, Glasgow, Bell Labs, and Avaya Labs, and visited as a guest professor in Copenhagen,
Sydney, and Paris. He has an h-index of 66 with more than 22,000 citations to his work, according to Google Scholar. He contributed to
the designs of Haskell, Java, and XQuery, and is a co-author of Introduction to Functional Programming (Prentice Hall, 1988), XQuery
from the Experts (Addison Wesley, 2004) and Generics and Collections in Java (O'Reilly, 2006). He has delivered invited talks in
locations ranging from Aizu to Zurich.
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Building a Canary Testing Framework [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/28 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

When developing distributed systems (with its services inter-dependent on one another), how do you ensure that everything is working as
intended? Sometimes, you can have end-to-end tests and use monitoring tools like Pingdom or Prometheus, but those may not be able to
detect changes made to other services. In this talk, we will learn about the how and why about building a canary testing framework, that
can help alert you to issues and regressions in your systems.

Iheanyi Ekechukwu @kwuchu - gh:iheanyi

I'm a Software Engineer at DigitalOcean on the Network Product, currently living in Brooklyn, NY. I enjoy working up and down the
stack and building side projects. When I'm not programming, I enjoying playing Overwatch, reading, and teaching others.

A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To Reimplementing AlphaGo [AI and Machine Learning]

9/28 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Union Station Grand D

In 2016, AlphaGo defeated the reigning Go world champion, Lee Sedol. As humanity sighs in resignation of its place to its robot betters,
much work is done to understand why AlphaGo won. I was more upset that AlphaGo wasn't implemented in Go (the language), and so
early this year, having a bit of spare time, some friends and I set out to reimplement AlphaZero, the successor to AlphaGo in Go (the
language) to play and win at Go (the board game). Along the way, I learned a few new things about AI, deep neural networks and a few
new tricks.

In this talk, I will explain briefly the AlphaZero algorithm in simple, understandable English. Due to working under constrained
scenarios, we developed some novel techniques that were used to accelerate the training of our reimplementation of AlphaZero. This talk
will recount some of them which may be useful to both programmers in general and AI developers.

Along the way, I will explore the implications of our experiments and what it means for the goal of building an artificial general
intelligence. If an AI can self-modify its own code, what does it mean for us puny humans? Do we have any future on this planet?

Xuanyi Chew @chewxy - gh:chewxy - Ordermentum

Xuanyi is the Chief Data Scientist at Ordermentum. He is an avid Go programmer, and is the primary author of Gorgonia, a deep
learning package for Go which he thinks of it as the bastard child of PyTorch and Tensorflow though it predates both slightly. He thinks
the most realistic depiction of AGI so far is The Machine and Samaritan from Person of Interest and has been working towards an AGI
since he was a child. In his spare time, he enjoys building new programming languages and alchemy (deep learning and cooking are no
different from transmuation ;P)

Software Performance: A Shape Not a Number [Architecting for the Cloud]

9/28 1:30 pm-2:10 pm, Union Station Grand EF

Software has evolved tremendously over the past twenty years, but unfortunately the way that we both reason and actually measure
performance has barely changed. It's time for people to stop thinking about software performance as a single number and see it as a
shape.

In this talk, we'll present the case for evolving the industry's approach to measuring real-time performance from using averages and
percentile estimates to unsampled histograms. We'll explore three distinct phases of evolution in application performance management:
average request latency, high-percentile latency as an important leading indicator of systemic performance problems, and finally the rise
of microservices and the ensuing need for detailed real-time latency histograms. Latency histograms provide clear visualizations of the
statistical modes of production systems and explain variances in performance with greater precision than past approaches. An unsampled,
filterable, real-time histogram representation of performance makes it easier to identify the distinct modes of behavior, triage, and
explain latency issues. We'll illustrate these points with side-by-side examples of multi-modal histograms and traditional percentile time
series statistics.

While p99 latency can still be a useful statistic, the complexity of today's microservice architectures warrants a richer and more flexible
approach. Our tools must identify, triage, and explain latency issues, especially as organizations adopt microservices.

Kay Ousterhout @kayousterhout - gh:kayousterhout - LightStep

Kay Ousterhout is a software engineer at LightStep, where she's building performance management tools that enable users to
understand the performance of complex distributed systems. Before LightStep, Kay received a PhD from UC Berkeley. Her thesis focused
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on building high-performance data analytics frameworks that allow users to reason about - and optimize for - performance. Kay is also
a committer and PMC member for Apache Spark; her work on Spark has focused on improving scheduler performance.

How we've made a global search engine for genetic data [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/28 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Centene

The sensitive nature of genetic data causes a major concern in genetics - a lot of life-saving information, despite having been collected, is
inaccessible. Data discovery and sharing has long been believed to be the key making new breakthroughs.

In this session, we tell the story of the Beacon Network, the largest search and discovery engine of human genetic data in the world. The
system is a result of years of collaboration between developers, researchers and scientists on a global scale, and the flagship project of
the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health, a coalition of over 500 institutions focused on standardizing sharing of genetic data.

We'll go from challenges, architecture and technologies behind this open-source project, through the development of a standard for
genetic data discovery, to fun statistics capturing what people are searching for in the system.

Come and learn about the technical decisions that allowed us to scale and disrupt the perception of genetic data!

Miro Cupak @mirocupak - gh:mcupak - DNAstack

Miro is a VP of Engineering at DNAstack, where he develops a leading genomics cloud platform. He is a Java enthusiast with expertise
in distributed systems and middleware, the creator of the largest search and discovery engine of human genetic data, and the author of a
book on parallelization of genomic queries. In his spare time, he blogs and contributes to several open-source projects.

Freeing the software that runs our elections [Other]

9/28 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

Elections in the US rely heavily on software. Whether we cast our votes using a computer, or on paper ballots that are then scanned,
software interprets our votes, counts them, tabulates the results and calls the winner. Almost all of this software is proprietary, and
owned by a handful of large companies.

A few jurisdictions have plans to move to open source software, are funding its development, or are already using it. I'll give an
overview of open source software projects for election-related software around the US, with a focus on San Francisco's project, where
I'm on the Technical Advisory Committee.

Roan Kattouw @catrope - gh:catrope

Roan has contributed to MediaWiki for over 10 years, and works as a software engineer at the Wikimedia Foundation. In his spare time,
he serves on the Technical Advisory Committee for San Francisco's Open Source Voting System project.

Soul from Scratch: Designing a More Portable Organ [Creative or Generative]

9/28 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

Your Hammond B-3 sounds like nothing on Earth, but at 450 lbs your friends are sick of helping you carry it. They demand that you
make it lighter, or they'll stop showing up to your gigs.

I will present the technical design of the Hammond B-3 and its frequent collaborator the Leslie rotating speaker cabinet, then model their
audio components digitally. I'll show how to implement each of these components on a microcontroller. With a 20,000x savings in
weight, you won't need friends!

This organ synthesizer includes full MIDI control of notes, drawbar settings, and effects. Recreate it inexpensively at home or apply its
principles in other contexts.

The journey follows successes and failures of my initial design and optimizations that allow the simulation to run on a very low powered
device. There's something for creative programmers, music fans, makers, and optimizers. My intent is to give enough groundwork that
you can walk away and write your own synthesizer.

Peter Teichman @pteichman - gh:pteichman - Fastly

Peter enjoys everyday nature: rooftop ravens, beach succulents, and notable hills. His creative projects intersect hardware and software
to play with perceptions of time, create sounds, and engage with the weird internet. In his remaining time, he works on image processing
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and edge applications at Fastly.

The Magical Rebalance Protocol of Apache Kafka [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/28 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

Very few people know that inside's Apache Kafka's binary protocol for publishing and retrieving messages hides another protocol - a
generic, extensible protocol for managing work assignments between multiple instances of a client application.

When multiple Kafka consumers in the same consumer group subscribe to a set of topic partitions, Kafka knows how to assign a subset
of topic partitions to each consumer and how to handle failover automatically. What is less known is that this assignment is determined
by the consumer client itself and that the same protocol can be used by any application for both leader election and task assignment.

In this session we'll dive into the internals of this little-known assignment protocol -- the binary network protocol and the Java APIs.
We'll look in detail at how Kafka Consumers, Connect and Streams API use this protocol for task management. And finally we'll show
how you too can extend this protocol to implement task assignment in your application with an algorithm of your choice - even if it
doesn't use Kafka for anything else.

Gwen Shapira @gwenshap - gh:gwenshap - Confluent

Gwen is a principal data architect at Confluent helping customers achieve success with their Apache Kafka implementation. She has 15
years of experience working with code and customers to build scalable data architectures, integrating microservices, relational and big
data technologies. She currently specializes in building real-time reliable data processing pipelines using Apache Kafka. Gwen is an
author of "Kafka - the Definitive Guide", "Hadoop Application Architectures", and a frequent presenter at industry conferences. Gwen is
also a committer on the Apache Kafka and Apache Sqoop projects. When Gwen isn't coding or building data pipelines, you can find her
pedaling on her bike exploring the roads and trails of California, and beyond.

Some things may never get fixed [Other]

9/28 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater

Let's face it: nobody is hired on at a company to actively break stuff.  Still, if you're supposed to be a 'fixer', you might run into
tremendous obstacles while trying to do your job.  It might seem like some people want them to stay broken.  Tales about things that
have happened to other people can help you realize that it's not just you, and it's really happening at your gig.  Those tales and others
about things that have broken over the years will be told.

Rachel Kroll - RBTB Enterprises

Sysadmin, author, programmer, and/or "professional cynic" depending on who you ask. Writes as "rachelbythebay".

The Glitching Hour [Creative or Generative]

9/28 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

the glitching hour

Nostalgia is at the heart of image processing. Many Instagram filters mimic the quirks of old film and instant cameras. Now that digital
imagery has been around for a while, glitching from data corruption can totally be a retro aesthetic, too!

This talk covers different image formats, including Bitmap and JPEG, how they are structured differently, how images can be
compressed using frequency space transforms to shrink an image to 1/10 the original file size with little detectable change. All of this
leads up to how we can corrupt image data to produce glitching effects, with different techniques depending on the file format, and demo
some code written to produce the most artistic glitch effects possible.

Amy Wibowo @sailorhg - gh:sailorhg - Bubblesort Zines

Amy is a programmer and designer who cares about STEM and STEAM education and making the world better through human-centric
design and technology. She is the founder of Bubblesort Zines--zines that explain computer science concepts via drawings and stories.
Previously, she was a web dev at Airbnb, did machine learning research at Honda Research Institute in Japan, and HCI research at the
University of Tokyo.
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Type-Driven Program Synthesis [Languages]

9/28 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Union Station Grand D

A promising approach to improving software quality is to enhance programming languages with declarative constructs, such as logical
specifications or examples of desired behavior, and to use program synthesis technology to translate these constructs into efficiently
executable code. In order to produce code that provably satisfies a rich specification, the synthesizer needs an advanced program
verification mechanism that is sufficiently expressive and fully automatic. In this talk, I will present a program synthesis technique based
on refinement type checking: a verification mechanism that supports automatic reasoning about expressive properties through a
combination of types and SMT solving.

The talk will present two applications of type-driven synthesis. The first one is a tool called Synquid, which creates recursive functional
programs from scratch given a refinement type as input. Synquid is the first synthesizer powerful enough to automatically discover
programs that manipulate complex data structures, such as balanced trees and propositional formulas. The second application is a
language called Lifty, which uses type-driven synthesis to repair information flow leaks. In Lifty, the programmer specifies expressive
information flow policies by annotating the sources of sensitive data with refinement types, and the compiler automatically inserts access
checks necessary to enforce these policies across the code.

Nadia Polikarpova @polikarn - gh:nadia-polikarpova - UC San Diego

Nadia Polikarpova is an Assistant Professor in the Computer Science and Engineering Department at the University of California, San
Diego. She completed her PhD in 2014 at ETH Zurich (Switzerland). After that, she spent almost three years as a postdoc at MIT CSAIL.
Nadia's research interests span the areas of programming languages and formal methods; in particular, she is interested in building
practical tools and techniques that make it easier for programmers to construct secure and reliable software.

Isolation without Containers [Security]

9/28 2:30 pm-3:10 pm, Union Station Grand EF

Software Fault Isolation, or SFI, is a way of preventing errors or unexpected behavior in one program from affecting others. Sandboxes,
processes, containers, and VMs are all forms of SFI. SFI is a deeply important part of not only operating systems, but also browsers, and
even server software.

The ways in which SFI can be implemented vary widely. Operating systems take advantage of hardware capabilities, like the MMU
(Memory Management Unit). Others, like processes and containers, use facilities provided by the operating system kernel to provide
isolation. Some types of sandboxing even use a combination of the compiler and runtime libraries in order to provide safety.

Each of the methods of implementing SFI have advantages and disadvantages, but we don't often think of them as different options
toward a similar end goal. When we consider the growing prevalence of things like edge computing and "Internet of Things", our
common patterns start to falter.

In this talk, we'll focus on how sandboxing compilers work. There are important benefits, but also major pitfalls and challenges to
making it both safe and fast. We'll talk about machine code generation and optimization, trap handling, memory sandboxing, and how it
all integrates into an existing system. This is all based on a real compiler and sandbox, currently in development, that is designed to run
many thousands of sandboxes concurrently in server applications.

Tyler McMullen @tbmcmullen - gh:tyler - Fastly

Tyler McMullen is CTO at Fastly, where he's responsible for the system architecture and leads the company's technology vision. As part
of the founding team, Tyler built the first versions of Fastly's Instant Purging system, API, and Real-time Analytics. Before Fastly, Tyler
worked on text analysis, web apps, bash scripts, and kickflips.

Musical Steganography: Hiding Things in Music [Creative or Generative]

9/28 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Centene

Steganography is the art of hiding information in innocuous places such as pictures. It has its roots as early as the 400s BC in writings by
Herodotus. It gets a bad rap due to its use by nefarious actors, but it has been used rather ingeniously over centuries to hide messages.
One method of steganography that is perhaps slightly less well known is hiding messages in music. There are many different ways to
hide messages in music. Let's take a look at a few of those ways from Bach hiding messages in his compositions to Aphex Twin hiding a
picture of himself in his own music. I'll use a live coding language called TidalCycles along with some Haskell and other fun software to
demonstrate these techniques. Many steganographic techniques are fairly easy to apply and after this talk you'll be able to have fun
hiding your own messages using your collection of 80's pop hits!

Scott Fradkin @sfradkin - gh:sfradkin - Flexion
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Scott is a long time programmer who works as a team lead for Flexion, Inc. He also produces music under the moniker 17.2m and is
active in the music live coding community. He has given talks and led workshops about live coding music for kids and adults, and he
teaches programming to kids in his spare time.

The Search for a New Visual Search, Beyond Language [AI and Machine Learning]

9/28 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Midland States Bank

Words are no longer sufficient in delivering the search results users are looking for, particularly in relation to image search. Text and
languages pose many challenges in describing visual details and providing the necessary context for optimal results. Machine Learning
technology opens a new world of search innovation that has yet to be applied by businesses.

In this session, we will share a technical presentation detailing his research on composition aware search, which is a recently launched AI
technology allowing users to more precisely find the image they need within Shutterstock's collection of more than 150 million images.
This technology makes heavy use of modern machine vision, natural language processing and information retrieval techniques. While the
company released a number of AI search enabled tools in 2016, this research and technology expands on existing tools to identify the
networks that localize and describe regions of an image as well as the relationships between things. The goal of this research was to
improve the future of search using visual data, contextual search functions, and AI. A combination of multiple machine learning
technologies led to this breakthrough.

Bryan Minor - Shutterstock

As Director of Deep Learning and Content Research at Shutterstock, Bryan Minor, Ph.D., leads efforts to develop AI based products and
tools for media search and discovery on Shutterstock content with an emphasis on Deep Learning.  He is an Internet algorithm expert
with experience as Chief Data Scientist at envision.ai and Chief Scientist at Acquisio.  Previously, he formed ServiceOps to service
algorithm development software projects.  Bryan has a BS in Physics from Central Washington University, and both a Master's in
Nuclear Science and a Ph.D. in Physics from US Air Force Institute of Technology.

Scala DSLs and Probabilistic Programming [Languages]

9/28 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Peabody Lounge

Stan is a probabilistic programming language for statistical modeling, data analysis, and prediction with interfaces in R, Python, and
other languages. By implementing a statistical model in Stan, one can perform Bayesian inference using Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo
(MCMC) as well as optimization and variational inference.

ScalaStan is a fundamentally new kind of interface to Stan. Not only does ScalaStan allow one to interface with Stan from Scala, but,
unlike the other Stan interfaces, ScalaStan also supports the type-safe programmatic manipulation and generation of Stan programs via
an embedded domain-specific language (DSL). Thus, ScalaStan allows one to fully specify a Stan program in Scala, marshal data to and
from the program in a type-safe way, and cache Stan models for fast iteration.

In this talk, we show how the Scala type system allows us to enforce type-safety in the Stan model and prevents us from generating
invalid Stan code. Next, we show how the ScalaStan DSL can be used to generate higher-level Stan models. Finally, we dive into the
details of several specific techniques ScalaStan employs to enforce type safety and prevent invalid code in an embedded DSL.

Joe Wingbermuehle - gh:joewing - CiBO Technologies

Joe is a Senior Engineer at CiBO Technologies where he uses Scala to help build sophisticated models of millions of farms. Joe has a
passion for programming languages and computer architecture. As part of his PhD dissertation, Joe created an embedded DSL in Scala
for generating FPGA code. Previously, Joe created highly efficient low-level code you might have used if you ever played a game on
your highschool TI-83 calculator, used a micro-Linux window manager, or made some high-frequency trades.

Scalable Anomaly Detection (with Zero Machine Learning) [DB and Distributed Systems]

9/28 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Pepsi Encore

In a large scale distributed system, detecting and pinpointing failures gets exponentially harder as an architecture gets more complex.
Netflix's cloud architecture is composed of thousands of services and hundreds of thousands of VMs and containers. Failures can happen
at any level and can often cascade quickly, some can cause massive outages on several systems, while others only only break one or two.
This creates a needle in a haystack problem that requires automated and precise detection. Zuul, as the front door for all of Netflix's cloud
traffic, sees all requests and responses and is ideally positioned to identify and isolate only the broken paths in the maze of
microservices.
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We leveraged Zuul to stream real-time events for each request-response and built an anomaly detector to automatically identify and alert
services in trouble. We scaled this detector to thousands of nodes, handling millions of requests, without a single line of machine learning.
Sometimes you need machine learning and sometimes you don't. Although it's en vogue to apply machine learning to every problem, it
can be more practical and approachable to solve certain problems with old-fashioned math!

In this talk, we'll discuss how we built this system with stream processing, anomaly detection algorithms, and a rules engine. We will
also deep-dive into the anomaly detection algorithm and show how sometimes a simple, elegant algorithm can be just as good as any
sophisticated machine learning.

Arthur Gonigberg @agonigberg - gh:artgon - Netflix

Arthur works on the Cloud Gateway team at Netflix, whose main duty is developing and operating the Zuul gateway, fronting all of
Netflix's cloud traffic. He has acquired a breadth of experience by working at companies of all sizes, and experiencing the challenges
faced by early products and legacy ones alike. His passions include building large-scale distributed systems and drinking copious
amounts of coffee. Please come find him if you'd like to argue about programming languages, web servers or hockey teams.

Puzzles, Problems, and Programs [Creative or Generative]

9/28 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater

Puzzles take many forms depending on many cognitive abilities, like wordplay, lateral thinking, arithmetic, and spatial reasoning. A
certain class of puzzles depends on mental model alignment, or internalizing a set of rules for predicting and explaining observations of a
system. Leveraging mental models creates a spectrum of experiences between puzzles, which have handcrafted, usually unique,
solutions, and problems, which specify what counts as a solution within a wide solution space. Problems whose solutions are algorithms
are programming problems. We observe a pattern in successful techniques for building accurate mental models through interaction---
specifically, informative failure---and discuss its application to three points along this spectrum: puzzles, problems, and programs.

Chris Martens @chrisamaphone - gh:chrisamaphone - North Carolina State University

Chris Martens is an Assistant Professor at North Carolina State University, where she directs the Principles of Expressive Machines
(POEM) Lab, a research group concerned with the intersection of logic, creativity, and computation. She borrows tools from type
systems, programming language design, and proof theory to enable authorship of generative systems, interactive narratives, and system
models. While a postdoc at UC Santa Cruz, she led efforts on the Gemini game generation engine, and during her PhD at CMU, she
created the Ceptre linear logic programming language.

PANOPTES: Open Source Exoplanet Discovery [Strange Software]

9/28 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Union Station Grand ABC

Exoplanets are planets that orbit stars other than our sun. Until recently, exoplanet research has been the domain of professional scientists
and large observatories. PANOPTES brings exoplanet science to students and amateurs. It combines cloud computing with low-cost, off-
the-shelf electronics and open source software to build a geographically distributed array of robotic telescopes. In this session we'll
explain how open source comes together with cloud computing to discover planets. We'll show you what PANOPTES is made of, how it
observes the sky, and how it turns raw data into candidate planets.

Jen Tong @MimmingCodes - gh:mimming - Google

Jen is a Security Advocate on Google Cloud Platform. In this role she helps developers and IT professionals stay out of trouble while
getting the most out of cloud computing. If she's away from her laptop, she's probably skating around a roller derby track, or hanging
from aerial silk.

You are a Program Synthesizer [Languages]

9/28 3:30 pm-4:10 pm, Union Station Grand EF

Over the best decade, program synthesis has gone from twiddling bits to making web browsers. And the insights behind these systems
can also be used by a much older and better program synthesizer: you.

In this talk, I'll explain how program synthesis and verification works from the angle of what they can teach us about normal
programming. I'll explain how notions of code quality are really based on mathematical and mental constructs which are ethereal in
programming, but concrete in theorem proving. You'll learn the process of deriving code from a specification, and why some parts of the
code synthesize instantly, while others take cleverness. I'll show you how to use Hoare logic to analyze your code's complexity, how to
use abstract interpretation to count the "states" of code, and how it's possible for straight-line code to contain a conditional. At the end of
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this talk, you'll have a better idea of what makes good vs. bad code, and how bad code makes life difficult for all kinds of program
synthesizers, both machine and human.

James Koppel @jimmykoppel - gh:jkoppel - MIT

Jimmy is a serial entrepreneur and current Ph. D. candidate in the Computer-Aided Programming Group at MIT. By day, he works at
MIT trying to make program transformation and synthesis tools easier to build ("programs that write programs that write programs"),
and by night he teaches software engineers how to write better code. Before MIT, he was the third employee of Apptimize, and the
founder of Tarski Technologies, a startup pursuing automated bug-fixing. He was named a "20 Under 20" Thiel Fellow in 2012, and is a
native of St. Louis.

Machine learning failures - for art! [keynote]

9/28 4:30 pm-5:20 pm, Stifel Theatre Theater

It's tough to write a machine learning algorithm that works well. Overfitting, noisy data, a problem that's too general - these problems
plague the programmers who apply these algorithms to financial modeling and image labeling. But mistakes can also be fun. At her
humor blog AIweirdness.com, Janelle Shane posts examples of machine learning algorithms going terribly, hilariously wrong. Here, she
talks about some common machine learning mistakes - and how to use them deliberately.

Janelle Shane @JanelleCShane - gh:janelleshane

Janelle Shane's neural network blog, AIweirdness.com, features computer programs that try to invent human things like recipes and
paint colors and Halloween costumes. AIweirdness.com has been covered in the Guardian, the Atlantic, NBC News, Slate, All Things
Considered, and more. Janelle also works as a research scientist in Colorado, where she makes computer-controlled holograms for
studying the brain. She has only made a neural network recipe once and discovered that horseradish brownies are about as terrible as
you might imagine.
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